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Foreword

As an author of many biographies for children and adults, I think I have
learned something about the craft of trying to re-create a human life on
paper. Some of my knowledge comes from the long struggle to gather
the facts and organize them into a narrative that penetrates the reality of
the subject's life and opens the reader to a deeper understanding of
experience. Some comes from close study of the long shelf of books
about the art of biography, written by the practitioners themselves or by
scholars in the field.

What is new about Myra Zarnowski's book is that it shows teachers in
the elementary and middle schools how to use biography as a vehicle for
developing children's natural curiosity about people and the world
around them to the point where they themselves investigate a particui,
life and, through the artful use of language, teii that human story to
others.

I have read Professor Zarnowski's book, of course, but before that, I
had the good fortune to observe how she put its principles and methods
to work in a classroom of some twenty-five students. Not a special class,
not an elite group, but the typical mixed group to be found in a big-city
public school. I saw her doing with wit, humor, and grace what she
writes about so effectively. The students' zest for learning was manifest
throughout the period.

The class was completing a three-month project built upon the life of
Benjamin Franklin. Earlier they had listened to their teacher read aloud
from several simple biographies of Franklin and had noticed on their
own how different were the L eatments of that storyfrom the facts
selected by the biographers to the interpretation given those facts. The
more they read, the more interested they became. From herein stages
that the book describes in detailthe children went on to do their own
research on Franklin and his times and then to devise their own versions
of a great American's complex life.

It seems plaiii that such creative work in the classroom can help
children to understand how a biographer uses the freedom to select, to
arrange, to depict a life from the mass of facts collected. And to under-
stand at the same time what it takes to capture character in 2ction,
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x Learning about Biographies

personality in performance. All this while acquiring basic skills in
reading, research, and writing.

Few children will become professional biographers or hirkerians. But
through Myra Zarnowski's exercises they will come to lalize how
inseparable is the life from the times it is lived through. They will see
more clearly how their world of today was shaped by the past :Ind how
human character develops under pressure. Perhaps they will under-
stand too how writing biography, like writing history, is the creation of
the collective memory.

Milton Meltzer
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Introduction

The immediate focus of this book is biography, a fascinating and often
controversial subject. But the approach described here rests on broader,
more far-reaching beliefs about the nature of teaching and learning.
These beliefs stem from twenty years of classroom teaching, reading,
and reflecting.

Chief among these beliefs is the importance of in-depth learning.
This is learning about one topic for a considerable period of time. It is
learning pursued with the zeal of a hobbyist or enthusiast for a chosen
subject. An ardent baseball fan, a movie buff, an antique collector, or a
model builderthese people maintain an intense interest in a subject
for a period of years or even a lifetime. They are proud of their special
knowledge and consider the effort involved in developing their exper-
tise to be well worth it.

In a similar way, children can become keenly interested in their class-
room learning if, like hobbyists or enthusiasts, they are allowed to
spend large ;hunks of time learning enough about a subject to consider
themselves experts. In the classroom this means abandoning a curricu-
lum that hops around from topic to topic in favor of one that delves
deeply into a few selected topics.

A second belief is in the value of manipulating the material that is to
be learned. For years math educators have emphasized the importance of
manipulatives for learning concepts. These can be rods, blocks, boards,
or slices of cardboard pies. Science educators, too, have emphasized
hands-on experimentation and observation. This is a productive path
for history teachers, as well. But in the case of learning history, the
manipulation that occurs is largely through language. That is, once
historical evidence has been collected (e.g., documents, artifacts,
reports, statistics, interviews), it is up to the student of history to organ-
ize it so that it makes sense. Through the process of selecting and group-
ing evidence, discussing, it, and writing about it, children learn history
and language skills at the same time.

And this leads logically to acknowledging the importance of listen-
ing carefully to what children have to say. If we ask children to make

xi
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xii Learning about Biographies

sense out of evidence, then we can learn a great deal about the way they
think simply by listening to them. We can then try to fill in gaps in their
understanding. At the same time we can offer them the oppottunity for
genuine conversation. We can ask genuine questions: How wot d you
describe the subject you are studying? What makes you think that way?
What is your strongest argument? Is there any contradictory evidence?
What is the most surprising information you have found? Unlike con-
trived conversations that consist of quc.-tions asked to test students'
knowledge, genuine conversations stem f tom a desire to know and a
desire to share. When conversational party: Is listen and respond to each
other's ideas, they are engaging in dialogue that promotes learning.

However, it is hard to reverse the seemingly logical practice of telling
things to children all the time. After all, we have experienced more and
read more. We have many things to tell. And while some amount of
telling is quite informative and beneficial ftkr children, uninterrupted
telling is not. Uninterrupted telling is a one-way street, and the not-so-
hidden message is that whatever children have to say is not worth listen-
ing to. So just as I learned, quite literally, to sit on my hands during
writing conferences instead of grabbing my students' papers from them
and "fixing" them up, so too have I learned io speak less and listen
more. I have learned to value genuine dialogue.

Why, then, does this book locus on biography? Thu simplest reason
is that using biography works. It gives children the opportunity to
experience in-depth learning, manipulation of material, and genuine
conversation.

I have seen this for myself. Several years ago I ran two classes in
biography at the Queens College School for Children. Week after week,
I saw that children between the ages of six and eight were interested in
looking at picture book biographies and then discussing, drawing, and
writing about the people described in these books. Even as they left
class, I could hear them talking animatedly to their parents about
Leonardo da Vinci, Mozart, or Peter the Great. Older children, aged
nine to thirteen, enjoyed reading biographies independently, discuss-
ing them in small groups, and then drawing and writing about them.

This first positive experience encouraged me to move my efforts into
an elementary school. I was fortunate in that two experienced teachers
at P.S. 201 in Flushing, Queens, Mi lly Sturman and Lila Alexander,
were willing to work with me in order to try out various approaches to
reading and writing biography. Together we experimented with ways
to help children assume the role of biographer with all of its joys and
many of its frustrations.

11
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We saw that children found this experience to be challenging and
engaging. A majority or students reported that writinga biography was
the longest project they had ever worked on. At the same time they
described the experience as "very exciting," "fun," and "not boring."
They had learned to do something they had never done beforesome-
thing differert, something special.

But there is an additional reason that this book focuses on biography.
It is to help children learn about nonfiction literature. It is unfortunate
but true that well-written biographies are resting all too peacefully on
our library shelves. For without guidance, children rarely reach for
these books, and when they do, they may not have sufficient background
to understand them. The only solution to this problem is to actively
teach children about biography.

This book, then, brings together my enthusiasm for biography and
my belief in a particular type of classroom learning. The result is a
reaiing. and-writing approach to biography.

c
it.

. t
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Understanding Biography

Part I provides background information for teachers whowant to begin
their own biography-centered programs. Chap..er 1 examines the
appeal, for both adults and children, of reading and writing biogra-
phies and discusses the value of biography in elementary ana inter-
mediate-grade classrooms. Chapter 2 looks at some practical and peda-
gogical considerations to keep in mind when choosing a subject for an
in-depth biography project. Chapter 3 tio$0441jitiland
professional biographersdecide which in 3iinatioArto irilude in a
biography and considers how teachers can aitl:sVideiit.s the Critical
evaluation of their materials.

13



1 The Appeal of Biography

When ten-year-old Flori finished writing a biography of Benjamin
Franklin, she wrote this note on the last page:

About the Author

My name is Flori and if you are reading my book, note this. I wrote
the book and illustrated the book myself. It was alot of hard work,
but it was worth it. Please read, look at the pictures, and enjoy.

Flori was making several important points. The first point is that her
book is original; while there are many books about Ben Franklin, none
of them is exactly like hers. Second, writing the book was "hard work,"
requiring a great deal of reading, writing, discussing, thinking, and
planning. There were also moments of uncertainty and frustration.
Then, too, the work required large chunks of timenot days or weeks,
but months. But because she now has something unique to share, she
says it was "worth it."

One week after Flori completed her book, she told me she was inter-
ested in reading still more about Franklin. As she put it, "Each different
book has its own way of explaining Ben Franklin's life." Flori has
become an author and a critic of a specific type of literaturethe
biography.

Professional biographers describe their work with enthusiasm sim-
ilar to Flori's. They refer to their activities as intellectually stimulating,
often highly emotional, lnd frequently full of surprises. Tt is not, as
some may think, a tedious pursuit among dusty documents in dimly lit
corners of a library or an archive.

Biographers describe their research as intriguing, especially wh ?n
they are pursuing a hunch or turning evidence this way and that in
order to see it from a new angle. For example, Lyndall Gordon (1985),
biographer of T. S. Eliot's early years, describes how exciting her
research became as she began to find more and more evidence to support
her "hunch":

These initial discoveries gave an irresistible momentum and direc-
tion to routine biographic research. I simply went ahead with a
conviction that the truth would speak for itself. The excitement of

3
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Learning about Biographies

detection drove me from one library to another, from Hamilton,
Ontario to Charlottesville, Virginia. These journeys ... were never
tedious because this research had never been done so that there was
always hope of a find. And, incredibly it seemed, at every library
there was a find. (179)

Another r son for the biographer's enthusiasm is the special rela-
tionship that develops between writers and their subjects. This relation-
ship, a friendship of sorts, becomes stronger and stronger over a period
of time. After spending five years writing a biography of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., here is how Stephen Oates (1986) described his grow-
ing attachment o a man he never once had the opportunity to meet:

I came to know King so intimately that I spoke to him in my
dreams. I even fell into his speech rhythms when I talked about him
in interviews and on the lecture circuit. Moreover, his teachings
affected me personally. . . . In a strange and miraculous way, the
very man I re-created became a warm, sympathetic friend. (137)

In a similar way, Flori recorded her growing attachment to her sub-
ject, Ben Franklin, in a journal she kept while she was gathering infor-
mation. When she read about Franklin's stormy relationship with his
brother and his desire to prove his superiority, she wrote, "He thought
ne was a better author than his brother [and] that was very funny
because he is a mere boy.... I liked that part especially." When she read
about Franklin's years with his wife, she wrote, "I like when they talk
about opening a store, and they will give out pamphlets and other nice
things." Much later, she added, "I feel sorry for Benjamin because in
1774 Deborah [his wife] died." Flori's comments, a mix of fact and
feeling, show that she has become Ben Franklin's "sympathetic friend."

Biographers enjoy the intell. :Anal challenge of their task. They are
explurers trying to find new information and new explanations. When
they begin, they never know what they will find or what they will think
about their findings. David McCullough (1986) explains why bi-
ographers find these explorations so intriguing:

I suppose it wir take six years or more to write a book about Harry
Truman. One st bject. It isn't one subject. It's a thousand subjects.
And the magic, the sense of adventure, comes from not knowing
where you're headed or how you're going to wind up feeling, what
you're going to decide. (47 -48)

Flori shared these positive feelings about exploration. When I asked
her why she read so many books about Ben Franklin, she replied, "I
wanted to see how each one was told and make sure the facts I read in one
book were correct." She was aware that she was reading not only facts
but also someone's interpretation. Lam, she commented that the reason

15



The Appeal of Biography 5

that there were so many books about Franklin was that "many people
might have thought differently about somebody's facts."

Not only do biographers spend years researching and writing, they
also write passionately about the process of creating their wcrks. Their
descriptions of how they select their subjects, how they find he:. re ae-
rial, and how they present it make for fascinating reading. Even the
titles of these process-centered books, titles such as From Puzzles to
Poi traits (Cliffotd 1970), Biography as High Adventure (Oates 1986),
and The Biographer's Gift (Veninga 1983), suggest that biographers see
themselves as problem-solvers, discoverers, and artists. They shape both
their ideas and their language.

When ch Aren become biographers, they, too, P rrience intellectual
excitement, surprise, and personal involvement in their reading and
writing. Childs ea who pursue a topic in depth do not lose interest. Easy-
to-read books provide a framework of information that enables children
to move on to more difficult materials. As t'aey become more familiar
with their subject, primary source materials (i.e., speeches, newspaper
articles, and letters) become increasingly comp:ehensible and relevant.

For example, fifth graders who studieti Eleanor Roosevelt found that
letters addressed to her during the Great Depression showed how many
Americans viewed her as a compassionate and accessible woman, some-
one they could appeal to for help. These letters only became significant
and interesting once the children had a framework for interpreting
them. This framework was their considerable knowledge of Eleanor
Roosevelt's public career and their understanding of the Great
Depression.

It is the powerful combination of caring about a subject and knowing
about a subject that enables children to write biography with conviction
and voice. As they read about a person, children not only learn informa-
tion, they also develop feelings of sympathy and empathy, and some-
times anger and aversion. One fifth-grade student who studied about
Eleanor Roosevelt wrote the following sympathetic response in her
journal: "I felt so sorry for 'Little Nell' because she [was] punished all
the time for stupid things." This sympathetic response is typical of the
affective responses children make as they learn about the lives of his-
torical figures. As they develop both emotional and intellectual under-
standing, children begin to strongly connect with figures from the past.
Ultimately, these connections enable children to connect with the larger
scope of history.

Since biography engages children and enables them to use language
creatively, it is a particularly appropriate focus for elementary school
language arts programs. This is because, as discussed next, the features

1 6



Learning about Biographies

of biography complement--or matchthe needs and interests of ele-
mentary school children.

Biography and Elementary School Students: An Appropriate Match

Biography is appropriate material for children because it bridget, /hat
they already know and understand with what they needand even
want--to learn. This'_., so for several reasons. First, biography resembles
othcr narratives children enjoy, making it an easy transition from fic-
tion to history. Second, biography teaches children informatim about
the world in an accessible, engaging way. Third, reading and writing
biography teaches children about the role of interpretation in nonfic-
tion writing. Children begin to realize that mole than "facts" are
involi -41.

Children Undersea:2d Narratives

Everybody likes a good story. Hearing the latest episode in a series of
episodes provides entertainment while it feeds our curiosity. But for
children, stories are more than just a form of entertainment. Stories
provide the motivation to plunge ahead, to read and listen with pur-
pose. Children want to know the answer to the ever-persistent ques-
tions: "What happened?" "And after that?" They want to know what
the main character did from start to finish. "Then what?" The child's
curiosity to find out how situations are resolved makes narrative the
ideal type of material to engage children in literacy learning.

Biography is a unique type of narrative; it is the story of actual people
and events rather than fictitious ones. Yet, in spite of all the "facts"
found in biographies, biographers use many of the same techniques as
fictional story writers. Biographers try to set their scenes descriptively,
develop their characters completely, and give us the impression of life
unfoldingall of this the way novelists and storytellers do. Because of
these similarities between biographies and other types of stories chil-
dren know and like, biography is a comfortable, somewhat familiar
type of material for children.

In the following example, a child writing about biography makes use
of what he already knows about narrative. Eight-year-old Jeffrey knows
that in narratives something happens to someone. In his note to me
about the picture book biography Peter the Great (Diane Stanley), he
skillfully applies this knowledge (see Figure 1). Focusing his attention
on the plot, Jeffrey writes mainly about Peter's dramatic actions. In fact,
even though the setting plays an extremely important role in this story,

17 ;
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Figure 1. Jeffrey, age 8, writes about biography.

Jeffrey only mentions it briefly. At the end of the note, Jeffrey includes
a personal response to the book, explaining why it is one of his favorites.
For Jeffrey, probing the plot is an easy starting point, an entryway into
learning about biography and responding to it.

Life Histories Help Children Learn about the World

Biographies are written about people who have made an impact on
society and who have overcome obstacles in order to doso. Most often
though not alwaysthe impact is seen as a favorable one, one that
benefited society. Consider, for example, the impact of the inventions
devised by Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison, and Alexander
Graham Bell. Educator and historian Diane Ravitch (1985, 79) suggests
that when children read about such people, it puts " 'furniture' in their
minds" enabling them to think critically and interpret other historical
events. Without this "furniture," there is no plan for sorting any other
related information a child may encounter. The learner simply doesn't
know what to make of each new fact or what to connect it with.

Ravitch suggests that reading biographies not only builds historical
understanding, but that children find this material fascinating. This

18



Learning about Biographies

claim is supported by the limited amount of available research dealing
with children's responses to historical narratives (Levstik 1986a, 1986b).
Children who are given the chance to select their own books do become
increasingly interested and involved with the people and situations
described in biography and historical fiction.

Why does this happen? Perhaps the best explanation is provided by
Kieran- Egan (1979, 1983a, 1983b, 1986a, 1986b). According to Egan,
children during their elementary school years and even beyond are most
interested in exploring the boundaries of achievement. The subjects of
biographies, achievers of note, feed children's interest in understanding
what is truly possible. In essence, as they read biography, children are
learning about life by tapping the experiences of others. If it is possible
for the people described in biographies to overcome obstacles such as
ignorance, poverty, misery, fear, and hate, then it must also be possible
for the rest of us. This is the very optimistic message that children find
in biographies.

In addition, Egan (1986a) notes that the story form, which includes
stories found in history, is a "sense-making tool" for children (250), "a
haven of clarity" (248). The background information provided within a
story shows readers how to interpret and feel about events that make up
the plot. When a story ends and the conflicts are resolved, the reader
knows who was good and who was evil. Similarly, after completing a
birth-to-death biography, readers know if the subject was a hero (Martin
Luther King) or a villain (Adolph Hitler). Readers feel enlightened,
having learned meaningful information about life, and satisfied, know-
ing that the story has run its course.

In her journal, a fifth-grade girl highlighted the kinds of information
found in a biography. She wrote with the insight of an experienced
reader:

Somebody who reads a biography feels that he has not just
learned about the person but more of [the] country they lived in and
the things [that] happened in their years.

Biography, as she points out, contains more than just the story of one
individual. It contains the historical ba.:kground necessary for under-
standing the person's life.

Writing Biography Invites Original Interpretation

Each year new children's biographies appear about such well-known
figures as Christopher Columbus, George Washington, and Martin
Luther King. In fact, just this week I read a new biography of Abraham
Lincoln. While you might expect new biographies to cover the lives of
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contemporary peopleWinnie Mandela, for example, is the subject of
two recent biographies for childrenwhat accounts for a new biogra-
phy of Pocahontas or Alexander the Great? Why are these books being
written? Why are they being read?

To answer this question is to probe the essence of biography as a
genre. Writing biography requires not only research, but also insight
and inspiration, for biography is not a collection of unorganized facts.
If it were, the last bit of evidence a writer uncovered could be the last
detail in his or her book; with enough information accumulated, a
writer would simply stop working.

But that description fails to uncover what biographers actually do.
While biographers do gather all the information they can, they also
filter that information through their minds. Biographers are active deci-
sion makers, deciding what to include and what to omit, what to high-
light and what to place in the background, and what to claim as truth
and what to suggest as informed speculation. Biographers are interpre-
ters of all the information they collect. This may account for the claim
that, in effect, all biography is also autobiography. In the process of
writing about someone else, biographers tell the reader about them-
selves and how they interpret the world (Westfall 1985).

To understand biography, a reader must understand the role of the
biographer in selecting, shaping, and arranging the material. The wri-
ter's original design for a story has been described as "fact . . . rubbed up
in the mind" (Kendall 1965, 17). The biographer is an artist who is able
to bring together "a thousand thousand otherwise disparate facts and
make them dance together" (Mariani 1983, 282). He or she does this by
discovering a "theme which will bind all the important characteristics
of the subject without omission or distortion" (Meltzer 1986, 174). Bi-
ographers agree that without this level of understanding it is not only
impossible to make sense out of a collection of documents, tapes, note
cards, and random intuitions, but it is impossible to make the subject
come alive for others.

Intermediate-grade children can experience this process of interpret-
ing and shaping historical material. When they do, they learn firsthand
that biographers must create their own interpretations and make their
own connections. One fourth-grade biographer explained the process
she and her dassmates used this way: "We used our imaginations with
factual facts." In making this statement, she has acknowledged the
creative aspect of biography.

Children who write biography also learn about reading. If biography
is interpretation, then it is not as objective as it seems. It is easy, how-
ever, to mistake the unity of a workthe coherence or design created by
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the writerwith a false sense of objectivity (Nadel 1984). The work
seems to unfold so logically, so inevitably. Yet for an experienced reader
and writer of biography, this mistake should be less likely.

In fact, the wide range of possible interpretations of a life story is what
accounts for the continuous stream of biographies about Columbus,
Washington, and Lincoln. Each generation of readers and writers rein-
terprets history for itself. Nadel daims that "the need to rewrite a life
when previous biographies exist is actually the recovery of one's free-
dom" (107). The new generation not only questions existing interpreta-
tions but also finds its own meanings.

When we encouragq children to tell a life story in their own way, we
are tapping both their language skills and their knowledge of story. We
are showing them how to put language and story to work in order to
make sense out of a collection of evidence left behind. We are inviting
them to share in an intriguing process. When children accept the invi-
tation, history becomes comprehensible, in-depth reading becomes
engaging, and writing becomes an artistic endeavor. For these reasons,
reading and writing biography are appropriate activities for elementary
school students.

2l



2 Choosing the Subject

Choosing a subject for a classroom biography project requires some
thought. The "right" subject holds powerful appeal for children. Just
how powerful was illustrated to me by an incident that happened in a
fourth-grade classroom where students had been studying the life of
Martin Luther King, Jr., for several months.

Without mentioning it to the children, the teacher switched their
usual work time from 10 a.m. to later in the afternoon. At precisely 10
a.m., a hand shot up in the air and announced, "It's 10 o'clock. Isn't it
time for Dr. King?" Several other children echoed the same question,
also asking for their usual work time.

For this clan, the time devoted to learning about Dr. King had
become a predictable part of the day. They looked forward to it. But an
even more important factor than predictability is that, even after
months of study, these children continued to find their subject a fasci-
nating one.

How can teachers choose subjects that children will continue to find
fascinating? When making that decision, the writings of professional
biographers provide us with considerable insight. Biographers tell us
that the "right" subject is someone with whom the writer can form a
special bond. According to author David McCullough (1986, 33-34), "a
biographer must genuinely care about his subject, because as a biogra-
pher you're living with that person every single day." This sentiment is
shared by Milton Meltzer (1986, 174), who states that a biographer "is
thinking about the subject almost every minute of his waking hours,
and frequently in his dreams." The subject becomes a constant
companion.

When choosing their subjects, professional biographers also consider
whether the subject's life was touched by major social issues. These
issues might involve poverty or prosperity, opportunity or oppression,
war or peace. If so, the life provides the author with a focus for examin-
ing these issues, "a means of illuminating the times and the great forces
that shape the times" (Caro 1986, 226). In the process of showing how
major issues affected the subject's life, the author enlarges and enriches
the scope of the work, incorporating within it a slice of history.

11
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12 Learning about Biographies

Choosing a subject for in-depth dass investigations like those
described later in chapters 4 through 7 involves dealing with the same
factors professional writers do. Any choice commits a class to examin-
ing one life and one set of issues instead of countless others. For the
experience to be successful, there should be some reason to believe that
the students will not only find the details of the subject's life fascinating,
but that they will also be learning history.

For teachers, there are also practical issues to consider. Although
there are many interesting subjects, not every subject is a good choice for
classroom study. A good choice will meet curriculum needs by enrich-
ing existing programs or filling in gaps in what is taught and learned.
The subject should also be one that children can research extensively,
using a wide range of appropriate materials. Even the most interesting
and relevant subject becomes an impossible choice when there aren't
enough materials.

When considering a subject for a class biography project, it is helpful
to try to build a strong case for your choice. Here are some questions that
can guide your decision making:

1. Is the subject's life interesting enough to capture and hold chil-
dren's attention?

2. Will a study of the subject's life bring children in contact with
major issues and events in history?

3. Will children be learning about a historical figure who is unrep-
resented or inaccurately represented in textbooks and other curric-
ulum materials?

4. Is there enough literature about this subject for children to read?

The next section illustrates how Flori's teacher, Mildred Sturman,
and I used these questions to help us select Benjamin Franklin as the
subject for a class biography project.

Selecting a Subject: Considering Ben Franklin

Is the life interesting enough to capture and hold children's attention?

A subject can capture children's attention if he or she accomplished
something notable. Then one of the purposes that guides children's
reading is discovering how the subject did it. This coincides with Egan's
theory, mentioned in Chapter 1, that intermediate-grade children want
to understand the "limits of what is possible" given the difficulties

.3
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imposed by real-life situations (Egan 1986a, 251). Initially, the children
want to know how the subject achieved success.

Ms. Sturman and I predicted that Franklin's life, with his many
accomplishments, would easily capture children's attention. Although
Franklin came from a rather ordinary family of modest means, during
his life he managed to become quite famous for many extraordinary
achievements. How did he do it?

We predicted that children would want to find out, that they would
want to learn the stories behind his inventions. How did he invent the
Franklin stove, the electric battery, and the lightning rod? We predicted
that they would be curious about how he was able to initiate various
civic improvements that changed the life of the citizens of Philadelphia.
How did he organize the first lending library, the first volunteer fire
department, and the first efficient postal system? And beyond these
impressive achievements, we predicted that children would want to
know how Franklin succeeded as a statesman and a diplomat. How did
he influence the creation of the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution? How did he succeed as ambassador to France? How did he
negotiate the final peace treaty with England?

How did he do it? We knew that children would find a number of
explanations in their reading. First, Franklin was extremely hardwork-
ing. He perfected his reading and writing skills through intensive prac-
tice, using his own original methods. Second, Franklin had spunk. He
was willing to take chances. When life as an apprentice became intoler-
able, he ran away to another state to start out on his own. When one
opportunity fell through, he found another. In addition, he was
intensely interested in things around him. He used this interest in
science in order to better people's lives. Franklin was a man of both
exceptional ability and persistence. One interpretation of his accom-
plishments is that they resulted from character traits he took great pains
to develop. Of course, other explanations are possible.

Children's initial interest in biography is also captured by the con-
flicts that occurred during the subject's life. One powerful example is
Franklin's stormy relationship with his brother Jame.. During his
youth, Franklin was apprenticed to James, a Boston printer. The two
constantly fought, mainly because Ben wanted to contribute ideas and
articles to the newspaper, while James wanted him to act more like a
traditional, subservient apprentice. Ms. Sturman and I expected that
children would be interested in learning the details of this conflict and
finding out how it was resolved.

Initial interest develops into sustained interest only if the life story
provides enough material to think about. As children read more, listen
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14 Learning about Biographies

more, and discuss more about a subject, they become familiar with the
basic life story. But, they want to hear it again and againnot the same
books over and over, but different books about the same person. This is
because they are becoming comfortable with a portion of history. In
rauch the same way that preschoolers want to hear bedtime stories over
and over again as they discover the world of literature, intermediate-
grade students want to hear historical narratives again and again as they
discover history. Once they have mastered the basic ste:- they are then
able to reflect upon it. Their questions change from What happened? to
the more imaginative Why? and What if? Their purposes for reading
change, too. Instead of reading to find out what happened next, stu-
dents read to find new "bits" of information and to confirm what they
already know. Ultimately, they read critically to see how different
authors tell the story.

Ms. Sturman and I realized that a study of Franklin's life would
provide tinldren with a great deal to think about. Because Franklin had
been involved in science, government, writing, travel, and invention,
children's research could branch off in a number of different directions.
Since there were so many facets to Franklin's career, we predicted that
children's initial interest in him would develop into sustained interest.

Will a study of this subject's life bring children
in contact with major issues and events in history?

A "good" subject leads children from the specific adventures of the
person's day-to-day existence and into the larger context of histcry. As
they read about a unique series of adventures, students are in a position
to see the shaping influence of both time and place.

The story of any subject's life will show this influence of time and
place. But a person who lived during a period of great social or political
change (e.g., the Civil War or the Industrial Revolution), provides chil-
dren with the opportunity to learn about major issues and events in
history. The life story becomes a focus for this learning.

This idea has been clearly explained by historian and biographer
Barbara Tuchman (1979), who refers to biography as "a prism of his-
tory" (134). Just as a prism takes i- white light and breaks it into its
component colors, so, too, a life "taxes in" the effects of time and place
and allows us to examine the resulting effects. Biography, according to
Tuchman, becomes "a vehicle for exhibiting an age" (133).

Ms. Sturman and I felt that Ben Franklin could become such a vehicle
for exhibiting his age. Through a study of his life, students would learn
about the events that occurred during the onset of the American Revo-
lution and the early years of the republic. As they followed Franklin's
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career as an agent of the colony of Pennsylvania sent to LonC on, a
member of the Continental Congress, an influential framer of the Dec-
laration of Independence and the Constitution, and an ambassador to
France and England, students would also be learning about significant
events in American history.

Will children be learning about a historical figure who is
unrepresented or inaccurately represented in textbooks and
other ccrriculum materials?

As a means of teaching history to children, textbook material simply
cannot "do it all." The notion that one book at a grade level can ade-
quately cover vast stretches of time, vast geographic areas, and vast
numbers of issuesall in a few hundred pagesisan unrealistic one.

In fact, the sorry state of textbooks used to teach elementary school
social studies is hard to deny. In their review of primary-level textbook4,
researchers A. Guy Larkins, Michael Hawkins, and Allison Gilmore
(1987) describe the coment of this material as "redundant, superfluous,
vacuous, and needlessly superficial" (299). How can children learn
important concepts from meaningless material? How can teachers
derive challenging lessons from it? How can a passionate involvement
with issues be kindled from sparse, uninspiring, and uninformative
words?

And other researchers oncur. Arthur Woodward, David Elliott, and
Kathleen Nagel (1986), wnting in Social Education, the primary publi-
cation of the National Council for the Social Studies, pointout that the
way element, try texts deal with important issues is "so scanty or discon-
nected that students find it difficult to understand the depth of passion
these issues produced or their relevance to society today" (51).

In elementary school textbooks, the people who shaped history are
treated superficially. Ma' is, readers are told so little about them that
they can hardly begin to feel sympathy or empathyor form any other
kind of bond with them. Larkins et al. (1987) point out that when two
or three sentences in a textbook are devoted to Martin Luther King, Jr.,
for example, it hardly begins to explain the impact of his life on our
society. That is why when a textbook is used, it needs to serve as a basis
for further inquiryinquiry that makes use of the growing body of
high-quality nonfiction literature for children.

Children are interested in knowing more about the people who are
mentioned in their textbooks. The problem is that their textbooks just
aren't telling. Researchers Elliott, Nagel, and Woodward (1985) report
that when they interviewed children about sock!! studies textbooks, they
heard comments such as, "Sometimes they just mention a person's

. _,
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16 Learning about Biographies

name and then don't talk about them anymore in the whole book" (22).
Children's textbooks race across history, often raising more questions
than they answer. Children arc understandably confused by this sketchy
material.

Surprisingly enough, even the imposing figure of Benjamin Franklin
has been given superficial treatment in textbooks. Larkins et al. (1987)
report that in one textbook dealing with "the community," only Frank-
lin's achievements at the local level are mentioned. The reader learns
nothing about his career as a diplomat or statesman because it doesn't
coincide with the narrow scope of the book. In addition, Franklin's
entire career is dealt with in a mere 150 words.

For the students in Ms. Sturman's class, there was good reason to
begin a study of Benjamin Franklin. A biography project would serve as
a means of extending their ongoing study of American history.
Nowhere in their textbook was Franklin presented as the extraordinary
figure he truly was. It would only be through in-depth study that chil-
dren would be in a position to develop a more balanced view of Franklin
and a more complete understanding of the times in which he lived.

Is there enough literature about this subject for children to read?

For professional biographers, looking through literature and related
documents is only a part of a larger set of research strategies. Bi-
ographers often travel extensively while completing their research.
Some, like Samuel Eliot Morison, biographer of Christopher Colum-
bus, retrace the paths of their subjects. Morisun actually sailed the same
routes Columbus did. Other biographers travel to their subject's birth-
place, studying the setting firsthand and interviewing the subject's fam-
ily, friends, and acquaintances. Robert Caro, biographer of Lyndon
Johnson, actually moved to the Hill Country of Texas in order to better
understand Johnson's background. On a more modest level, bi-
ographers frequently travel to special library collections, archives, and
museums.

In contrast, elementary school students must rely heavily on literature
as their major source of information. Since children cannot travel exten-
sively, the books they use and the primary sources they examine must
provide them with the information they need in order to understand the
events in a 1ik story. We must be careful to select books written in an
interesting way, with a style that makes children want to keep reading.
The books we provide should be examples of the best nonfiction writing
currently available.

A class project requires that enough books be available for all stu-
dents to read at the same time. This means having considerably more
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books than students. The teachers I have worked with and I have largely
gathered this material from local libraries. In addition, a class project
requires books at various levels of difficulty, ranging from picture
books to sources that assume the reader 'already has a great deal of

-background information to draw on. Even very competent readers may
want to begin their reading with short, "easy" books in order to get an
overview of the subject's life. This overview can then be filled in by
reading more detailed accounts. For less competent readers, picture
book biographies provide an essential introduction to background
information and vocabulary words. These books serve as stepping-
stones to more challenging material. Th is is because once children
master the basic life story, they find that the more difficult material does
not contain a high percentage of "new" information. In fact, content
becomes largely predictable and, therefore, manageable. It fascinat-
ing to watch children work their way up tu comfortably reading a book
they once considered too difficult.

As ';e were in the process of gathering literature for Flori's class to
read, Ms. Sturman and I were impressed by the number of books that
described Ben Franklin's career. Using the public libraries in our area,
we were able to locate biographies that were new and those that had
been written more than forty years ago. Frequently, we were able to
locate multiple copies. These books varied from the beautifully illus-
trated classic picture book Benjamin Franklin by Ingri and EdgarParin
d'Aulaire to Jean Fritz's humorous account of Franklin's inventions
entitled What's the Bigldea, Ben Franklin? Besides the variety of picture
book biographies and brief accounts, we were able to locate longer,
more detailed works. To this we added some primary source material,
material that had not been interpreted by any biographer or historian.
Franklin was a prol:iic writer. Besides his famous Autobiography, he
produced Poor Richard's Almanac, wrote ballads and even a skit, con-
tributed to newspapers, prepared scientific reports, and wrote numer-
ous letters. With all of this literature available to us, we were confident
that we had enough material for all the students in the class.

A "C od" Subject

Our experience ultimately confirmed for us that Ben Franklin was a
good subject for children to learn about. Almost from the start, Ms.
Sturman's students connected with Franklin, becoming especially sym-
pathetic to his problems with hir older brother. They also remained
interested in his career and his accomplishments during the three
months we read and wrote about him.
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The children's comments show us how they felt about becoming
biographers of Ben Franklin. Here is what one fourth grader wrc te at
the end of his biography:

I started writing this book in March and here I am in June still
writing it. And believe me this is no piece of cake. I have to write it
over and over until I get it right. It's taking me a long time, but it's
worth it.

Another student wrote:

I'd like to have been there when Ben Franklin was alive becaus:.
his life sounds interesting.. I felt good writing this book because
I got to know more about Ben Franklin.

A third commented:

I enjoyed writing this book very much. I also found out things I
didn't know.

What these children are saying in their comments is that the experi-
ence of becoming biographers was truly educational. Because writing a
biography was not too easy ("no piece of cake"), it gave them a feeling
of accomplishment ("it's worth it"; "I felt good writing this book"). In
their reading, children found information that was new, not needlessly
redundant ("I also found out things I didn't know"). A subject that
promotes this type of learning is clearly a "good" one.

In addition to Ben Franklin, there are many, many other excellent
subjects for classroom study. The questions offered in this chapter are
designed to focus your attention on selecting a subject suited to your
own unique goals, students, and resources.

Once you have selected a subject for a biography project, it is time to
consider procedures for helping children gather information. The next
chapter discusses how to help children select the material to include in
their biographies.
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3 The Material Included
in a Biography

It is up to the biographer to decide what to indude in a biography. Life
writers have a great deal of freedom. But, at the same time, they are
expected to tell the truth. The biographer's freedom is reined in by the
responsibility to treat the subject fairly and honestly.

Children understand this to some extent. Intermediate-grade children
do have criteria for selecting biographic material, and teachers who
listen carefully to them can discover their assumptions.

This chapter examines children's descriptions of how they select
material and then considers how teachers can support children's efforts
to critically evaluate material.

Reading with a Critical Stance

Making Selections: Possibilities

When I asked fourth- and fifth-grade biographers how they selected
their material, their responses were surprisingly similar. Over and over
again, they talked about induding just "the important information"
and leaving out the rest, "something nobody thinks about." They
stressed that there was a hierarchy of information and emphasized that
they were the ones determining it ("I use my own judging"). Confi-
dently, they discussed separating the important from the unimportant.

Nicole, a fourth grader, told me how she selected details, those
nuggets of specific information she enjoys knowing:

I pick out the important parts. . . .I'm looking for mostly details
that I can indude in my book. Cause I like putting a lot of details
into emything.. . . In the bus boycott [section] I put [in] a detail
that said besides that Rosa Parks was arrested, she was also photo-
graphed, fingerprinted, and fined exactly ;14. I like looking for
those little details that not many people include in their books.

When I asked her how she decided which details to include, she an-
swered me with a question:

'Here and throughout this chapter, italics have been added to student work.
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Is it really, really important enough to put in a biography? If it's
not that important, then why should I put it in? It depends on the
detail it is. I use my own judging if it's an important detail or not.

Paula, a fifth grader, agreed. In addition to explaining how she sorted
the information she encountered into two categories, important or
unimportant, she also talked about her desire to guide her readers'
understanding. She wanted to bring her readers into line, so that they
would see things the way she did. This is how Paula described the
procedure she used when writing about George Washington:

What I do is, in my mind, I put in two sections. One section [is]
hey, this is important, Paula, and one section [is] naaah, you don't
have to keep that.

When I was writing the first part of my biography, I remembered
the terrible things that the soldiers went through during the war
and I said, "That's important, and that's what I want the readers to
know that's important."

When children like Nicole and Paula read about the same subject
George Washington, for exampletheir reactions will be alike in some
ways and different in others. This is because reading is an interpretive
event. To this interpretive event, or transaction, the reader brings his or
her background experiences, concerns, and ways of understanding the
world; the printed text supplies the symbols to be interpreted. The
resulting transaction between reader and text produces meaning and
response (Rosenblatt [1938] 1983, 1978, 1985).

Because readers do not all interpret a text the same way, some mean-
ing is shared among readers and some is not. Purves (1985) refers to the
former as the "central tendencies" and calls the latter "dispersion." For
example, a fifth-grade class studying George Washington's career prior
to the American Revolution agreed that he was (1) well organized, (2)
used to directing a large number of people, (3) loyal, and (4) experienced
as a soldier. Some children saw these traits and experiences as important
factors that prepared Washington to become commander in chief of the
American army. Others thought that Washington was prepared to
become commander, but not because of these four reasons. Still others
thought that Washington was quite unprepared for the job. The "cen-
tral tendencies" included the children's agreed-upon perceptions and
assessments of Washington's character and experiences. The "disper-
sion" involved the significance attached to these perceptions.

There are a number of reasons for encouraging children to give a wide
range of responses when they study people and events in nistory. First,
the writing that results, a combination of central tendencies and disper-
sion, is more interesting. Instead of a class set of nearly identical sum-
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manes of other writers' ideas, each piece of writing will in some respects
be unique. Seeond, it is more motivatingand more purposefulfor
children to 'write about ideas that they hold with conviction. And
finally, while- all -types of writing assignments support content learn-
ing, writing assignments that encourage students to make their own
connections and to reason for themselvespromote learning that is more
thorough and longer lasting (Langer and Applebee 1987).

Making Selections: Problems

There are good reasons for encouraging young biographers to select
their own material and respond to it, but there are also problems inher-
ent in the approach. The most persistent problem is bias. What happens
when a biographer discovers something unpleasant or shocking or
something that simply doesn't seem quite right? Can it be left out?

Joseph Lash, the well-known biographer of Eleanor Roosevelt, faced
this problem. One day, while researching in the Franklin D. Roosevelt
library at Hyde Park, he discovered some letters Mrs. Roosevelt had
written that he considered to be unquestionably anti-Semitic. These
letters did not fit in with his perception of Mrs. Roosevelt as an extraor-
dinarily compassionate, loving person. Lash reports that since the
library was about to close, he put the letters aside, "hoping somehow
that overnight they might vanish" (1982, ix).

Similarly, historian and biographer Barbara Tuchman reported the
shod( she felt upon discovering that her subject, "Vinegar Joe" Stilwell
had used language she considered extremely offensive. Stilwell, the
American commander of the Allied forces in the Far East during World
War II, had referred to FDR as "Rubberlegs." When Tuchman finally
decided to include this term in her biography, "it felt like pickingup a
cockroach" (1979, 144).

Professional biographers like Lash and Tuchman ultimately make
the decision to include disturbing material. Lash claims that such mate-
rial strengthens a biography because it forces the biographer to embrace
the ambiguities, irregularities, and inconsistencies in a person's life.
Tuchman finds that, in the end, her responsibility as a historian out-
weighs her personal disgust.

But what about the biases children bring to the task of writing bi-
ography? Children are as prone as anyone else to leave out what they do
not want to deal with. While they are less likely to come across shocking
or revolting information, they are more likely to omit what they
describe as "boring." That may mean emphasizing what interests
themusually issues related to childhood (school, parents, friends,
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growing up)while de-emphasizing more adult concerns (public ser-
vice, career goals, diplomacy).

Biographies of Ben Franklin written by the fourth graders I worked
with clearly emphasized Franklin's childhood. The children's bi-
ographies sparkled with episodes about sibling rivalry and family devo-
tion, but were sparse when it came to discussing Franklin's diplomatic
career.

Similar omissions and even alterations occurred in fifth-grade bi-
ographies of Eleanor Roosevelt. One fifth grader went to greatpains to
deny that Eleanor was a plain-looking girl, even though this detail was
mentioned many times in the books she read and she had seen a number
of photographs of Eleanor. This child sidestepped the problem when
she wrote, "I think Eleanor wasn't pretty and wasn't ugly. Eleanor was
not that ugly after all."

A few children were aware of the problem of telling a biased storyand
talked about the dangers involved in omitting material. Referring to
why she included information about George Washington's marriage to
Martha Custis, one youngster said, "I had to put that down because it's
part of his life, and if you leave it out it messes up the whole story." This
youngster's concern for telling a well-formed story enabled her to
embrace the historian's concern for accuracy.

In addition to the problem of leaving out material, an equally distort-
ing influence on biography is the urge to create. The writer makes up
events or manufactures data where none exists. It is wishful thinking
gone out of control. Bernard Malamud (1987) describes this tendency
beautifully:

In grammar school, where I lived in a state of self-enhancing
discovery, I turned school assignments into stories. Once I married
off Roger Williams of Rhode Island to an Indian maiden, mainly
because I had worked up an early feeling for the romantic. (602)

One student writing about Eleanor Roosevelt also changed Mrs.
Roosevelt's life story to make it more to her liking. Angry at the way
Eleanor's mother ignored her, the youngster created this piece ofwish-

ful thinking:

Eleatic, helped a lot of people, when her husband died. SinCe she
was his wife, maybe what he was going to do, she did it for him.
Even though she was a shy lady, she did it anyway. I am very proud
of her. If her mother were alive she would have been proud of her,

too.

La between the dual perils of self-imposed censorship and self-
commissioned fictionalizing lies the work of the biographer who tries to
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interpret events fairly. Even young writers can be made aware of the
dangers of biased reporting. As they try to avoid distortion in their own
work, they can also look carefully and critically at the work of other
writers.

Looking Critically at the Works of Others

Since elementary school biographers rely heavily on secondary source
material, they need to be aware of the criteria for judging the biogra-
phies they read. Three features that are especially important when con-
sidering the authenticity of a work are (1) evidence of research, (2) evi-
dence of a balanced portrait, and (3) evidence of real rather than
fictionalized conversations. Children can learn to recognize these fea-
tures and use them as a guide for selecting material to put in their
biographies.

Finding Evidence of Research

The authors of carefully researched biographies for children leave
tracks their readers can follow. These tracks show the path a writer took
in order to write the book. Where did she go? Whom did she talk to?
What did she see? In notes, postscripts, and appendixes. authors show
their readers where their information came from. Some authors even
remind their readers, as did Milton Meltzer in Dorothea Lange: Life
through the Camera, that all biography is, in essence, "how one person
sees and tries to understand another person's life and work" (58).

Teachers and children can examine several biographies together,
looking for indications of the author's research efforts. In time, children
will learn to look for these indications by themselves.

In Lincoln: A Ph ,tobiography, the 1988 Newbery award-winning
book, author Russell Freedman lets the reader in on his research strate-
gies. He acknowledges the people who helped him, lists the sources of
the many quotations and photographs he used, recommends related
books about Lincoln, and suggests places to visit in order to learn more.
The reader gets the impression that Freedman has immersed himself in
material about Lincoln, and the book jacket confirms that he has visited
all the major Lincoln sites.

A number of biographers emphasize how their travels have helped
them learn. Barbara Mitchell, author of Raggin': A Story about Scott
Joplin, reports traveling to a ragtime festival to watch a raggers' compe-
tition and speak with the judges and organizers. R. R. Knudson, bi-
ographer of athlete Babe Didrikson, tells her readers of her trip to Beau-
mont, Texas, Babe's birthplace, in order to pound the pavements of
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Babe's neighborhood and look at her trophies and memorabilia. Knud-
son even tried to match some of Didrikson's records for throwing a
baseball, shooting free throws, and driving a golf ball. She lists these
records and invites the reader to try to and match them, too.

Still other writers are fortunate enough to interview their subjects.
Milton Meltzer reports that he knew Betty Friedan long before he wrote
about her but had not seen her for years. However, before writing Betty
Friedan: A Voice for Women's Rights, he not only spent time at Rad-
diffe College reading Friedan's papers, he also spent several hours
interviewing her. Doris Faber, author of Margaret Thatcher: Britain's
"Iron Lady," tells her readers that she tried in vain to meet with Mrs.
Thatcher and members of her family. Reluctantly, the author had to
settle for traveling around London, watching Mrs. Thatcher on televi-
sion, talking to reporters who dealt with her, and reading relevant news-
paper accounts.

Biographers who tell their readers about their research make their
writing more credible. We are more likely to believe a writer who has
read, traveled, and interviewed as a means of learning than one who
writes from unidentified sources.

Finding Evidence of a Balanced Portrait

A well-written biography provides an evenhanded treatment of the sub-
ject, telling about the subject's shortcomings as well as his or her
achievements. Balanced portraits are becoming more and more com-
mon in children's biographies, and they can be pointed out to students.
Once one or two of these accounts are brought to their attention, chil-
dren will learn to question a biography that is only laudatory.

A balanced account like the one rovided by Jean Fritz in And Then
What Happened, Paul Revere? shows readers that Revere was inventive
and talented, but also forgetful; on the night of his big ride, he forgot his
spurs. R. R. Knudson tells us in Babe Didrikson: Athlete of the Century
that Babe was an extraordinary athlete but overly competitive and self-
cen tered. She annoyed her teammates by constantly bragging and play-
ing her harmonica. In Dorothea Lange: Life through the Camera,
Milton Meltzer explains that Lange's well-known photographs of
migrant workers taken during the Great Depression showed her sensi-
tivity to their suffering. At the same time, Lange was remarkably insen-
sitive to her own children's needs. When authors write balanced
accounts like these, they produce believable portraits. They show the
complexity of human character and give texture to their work.

Balance does not imply debunking or going to great lengths to show
negative qualities and false ambitions. It implies that the author tries to
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give a complete picture, one that makes the subject come alive. When
reading, children can look for surprising details that cause them to
pause and think. These are the details that make a writer's work distinc-
tive, original, and memorable.

Finding Evidence That Conversations Are Real

Probably the biggest challenge to authentic information is the imagi-
nary conversations found in children's biographies. These conversa-
tions may help the writer move the plot along or show the character in
action, but they are all too frequently unbelievable and unproven.

For example, in Paul Walker's recent biography of Roberto Clemente
(Pride of Puerto Rico), when Roberto tells his father that he lost a
baseball game, his father replies,

There are other boys and other teams, but there is only one life. I
want you to be a good man. I want you to work hard. And I want
you to be a serious person. (5)

Wouldn't a more believable response ift.s, "Gee, that's too bad; better
luck next time, son"? The writer never tells us where, if anywhere
besides his imagination, such dialogue comes from. The author also
sees into people's heads and reports the thoughts of both Roberto's high
school teacher and a recruiter for a company softball team.

In contrast, The Story of Pocahontas, Indian Princess by Patricia
Adams begins with a statement informing the reader that all the dia-
logue in the book has been researched and that nothing has been made
up.

Fictionalized biographies can be interesting to read, but authors are
responsible for informing their readers where fact ends and conjecture
about what might have happened begins. This information prevents
readers from finding fictionalized biographies a confusing mixture of
fact and fiction. Informed readers can then discuss the effect of using
fictionalized dialoguewhether it makes a biography more convincing
or interferes with the development of the story.

As children learn to look critically at biographies, they will recognize
which sources can be used with confidence and which with great hesi-
tation. But more is involved in writing biography than pulling out
facts. Biographers have a special way of looking at their material, a way
that makes writing a biography an art.

The Biographer's Unique Stance

Biographers take a unique stance, cr critical attitude, toward the mate-
rial they discover while researching. This stance combines two strong
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concerns. The first is with the acct acy of the information they uncover:
Why should a piece of evidence be believed? What is its source? The
second concern is with pursuing an original ii .erpretation of material:
What is the significance of this evidence? What does it mean to me?

Children who learn to critically evaluate the biographies they read in
terms of research, balance, and authentic conversation are taking a sig-
nificant step towards adopting the biographer's first concern. And the
biographer's second concern is already noticeable in the comments
made by children who see themselves as judges and evaluators.

When biographers write, they combine their concern for accuracy
with their concern for pursuing an original interpretation. When select-
ing material, a biographer will ask two questions: Is it true? Is it impor-
tant to my understanding? The answers to these questions form the
basis of all biography.

Gathering Information and Writing It Down

A great deal of writing occurs before the first draft of a biography is
written. It occurs as professional biographers read, respond, and ques-
tion the information they find. Biographers use a variety of formats
depending largely on personal preference. Some.writers fill hundreds of
note cards that they later shuffle and sort; others file their data in manila
envelopes; and still others write on large butcher paper that they even-
tually cut apart, sort, and tack to the wall (Lomask 1986).

Children also need formats for writing down information, responses,
and questions that occur to them as they research their subject. Several
procedures and written formats have been used successfully with young
biographers who are in the process of gathering material. They include
(1) writing group responses, (2) writing individual responses, (3) pre-
paring group data charts, and (4) making trial runs. These strategiesare
infinitely reusable. They are used extensively in the long-term projects
described later in chapters 4 through 7.

Writing Group Responses

During the early stages of a biography project, children gather material
by listening to the teacher read aloud from a biography of the subject
being studied. Since much of the material is Likely to be new, there is
usually a great deal that needs to be discuss' .1 and clarified.

After approximately twenty minutes of oral reading and discussion,
the teacher and children create a written response together on large
chart paper. First, the teacher asks the children to suggest information
that they think is important enough or interesting enough to remember.
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Martin Luther King, Jr.
by Doris and Harold Faber

27

Facts Feelings

1. When he was little, things changed
[for himj because of the color of his
skin.

1. I thought it wasn't very nice. It
was unfair.

2. He was learning about segrega-
tion.

2. I'd like him to feel like a normal
kid.

3. M.L. remembered having to stand
on a bus even though there '.ere
empty seats in the white section.

3. I think it was thoughtless. It
wasn't nice. He was tired. M.L.
said it was the angriest he ever
felt.

4. He got shot. I thought it was on a
train. I know it was a balcony now.

4. I don't know why he got shot
when he was just fighting for
freedom.

Figure 2. Responding as a group.

Then the children are asked to respond to this information, giving their
thoughts and feelings. These items correspond to the biographer's two
primary concernsaccuracy of information and original inter-
pretation.

When a fourth-grade class began studying the life of Martin Luther
King, Jr., their teacher took down the children's notes and comments.
Figure 2 shows a portion of the chart they created ;ether based on their
reading of a book by Doris and Harold Faber. Eve in this brief excerpt,
it is evident that students were able to recall information, recast it in
their own words, and respond to it. At least one student clarified a
misconception.

Writing Individual Responses

The experience of responding as a member of a group eases children
into the less-structured task of responding individually. Once students
have listened to one or two books read aloud, they are given time each
day to read independently and respond in a journal.

When given time and encouragement to write, children use their
journals for a variety of purposes. Soma; lemain true to a facts-and-
feelings approach, as in the following example:
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28 Learning about Biographies

While Martin was standing on the balcony outside his motel room,
Dr. King was assassinated. People all over the world we," shocked,
angry and sad. I feel the same way because it was beginning to get
peaceful and Martin made it happen. [corrected for spelling]

Some record anecdotes like this one:

Once he and some friends walked into an elevator in a tall New
York building. A woman got in the elevator, and mistaking King
for an elevator operator said, "Six please" because M.L. wore a
black tie and a black suit. It is funny because the woman probably
did not look at his face. Or did not go in the Washington, D.C.
march. [corrected for spelling]

Others critique the books they read:

Well, the book just got to it. First, the author jumped to it. Then,
catch, the first thing I read was when Washington was being elected
for office.

A number of children squirrel away facts that might come in handy
later:

Number 3 Cherry Street [was] the Manhattan house where Wash-
ington was living during the first year of his presidency.

The journal is a place for storing facts, quotes, questions that arise,
feelings, and hunchesanything that might come in handy later.

Preparing Group Data Charts

Group data charts are introduced by the teacher in order to direct the
group's thinking and attention. The purpose of the chart is to help the
group collect the kind of information they will need when they begin
writing biograpdes. Data charts help make the task a manageable one.
The irtformuiea in the chart is so important that collecting it becomes
a class effort done under the teacher's guidance.

One example will illustrate how group data charts support the efforts
of young biographers. A group of children who were studying the life of
George Washington were challenged by their teacher to decide if
Washington's earlier life prepared him to become commander in chief.
In order to decide, a chart was constructed to record information rele-
vant to either position "prepared to be commander in chief" or
"unprepared."

Each time the teacher read aloud to the students or the students read
independently, the teacher wrote down information the group felt was
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George Washington as Commander in Chief

Prepared

I. ..t 21, he led a Virginia regiment
against the French.

2. He was big (over 6 feet tall) and
very strong.

3. He always wanted to be a soldier
like his brother.

4. Asa surveyor, he camped out in the
wilderness and learned how to sur-
vive there.

Figure 3. Portion of a data chart.

Unprepared

1. He never trained to be com-
mander in chief.

2. He had no formal education in
England.

3. He didn't like the woods.

4. His real goal in life was to be at
Mt. Vernon and run the farms.

relevant to either position. Figure 3 shows a small portion of what grew
into a very large data chart.

The completed chart enabled the children to make an important
interpretive decision and to support that position in writing. This is
because the evidence to be evaluatedevidence that the group consid-
ered relevantwas in front of them while they were deciding and
writing.

Making Trial Runs

Trial runs are writing txperiences done with the support of the teacher.
These experiences parallel the kind of writing the children will ulti-
mately be doing by themselves. The experience focuses chil iren's atten-
tion on the kinds of decisions they will be making.

One trial-run strategy that I have often used involves learning about
the different ways to begi Lille biography. First, we examine published
biographies and note and discuss the various ways to begin. Then chil-
dren "try out" each type of beginning. Figure 4 shows some of the
strategies that have been discovered and some examples (4 opening
sentences written by fourth graders.

Other trial runs can be more elaborate, involving class collaboration
in order to plan and write lengthier pieces. In every case, the purpose of
a trial run is to walk children through a process they will later be using
independently.
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Ways to Begin a Biography

Strategy Example

Direct Approach: Tell the reader what
the section is about.

Fifty-nine years ago there were Jim
Crow laws that separated blacks
and whites.

When Martin Luther King was lit-
tle, there were Jim Crow laws.

cpestion: Ask a question and then
answer it.

What were the Jim Crow laws?

Why were there Jim Crow laws?

Description: Let the reader see what is
happening.

Bathrooms for blacks were dirty
and separate.

Blacks had to sit in a separate
section.

Startling Statement: Surprise me
reader.

Martin Luther King's house was
bombed. Why?

Martin Luther King was shot.

Figure 4. Openings produced during a trial run.

The procedures for selecting and recording material described in this
chapter are not ends in themselves. Instead, they come alive only when
they are used to help children achieve real goals. Part II of this book
concentrates on applying these procedures in order to achieve the very
real goal of writing a biography.
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II Biography in the Classroom:
Approaches for Beginners

Part H describes four strategies for using biography in the classroom.
Each strategy helps children confront a different aspect of the bi-
ographer's challenge while at the same time producing an original
piece of writing. The "Snapshot Approach" (Chapter 4) introduces
children to the biographer's need for a theme or design for organizing
his or her material. "Fictionalized Versions":4%;.4Rter5) focuses atten-
tion on the narrative point of view an itowity.-Tht Eimant of a
biography. It also allows writers the oppolitutiii tbs:Ckitate-nlausible
events. "An Alternative to Chronological Order" (Chapter 6) shows
children how to deviate from strict time order. "The Relationship
between Life and Times" (Chapter 7) encourages children to explore
how history and personality are related.

The chapters devoted to these strategies explain (1) the rationale of
the approach, (2) the steps to follow, and (3) ways to enrich or extend the
experience. Each strategy was tried at least once in an intermediate-
grade classroom, and details of these experiences are provided.

The four strategies are presented in the approximate order of their
difficulty. However, it is not necessary to use them in this order. They
are meant, instead, to help children explore different aspects of biogra-
phy.
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4 The Snapshot Approach

The major challenge biographers face is bringing order to the mass of
data they collect. As they read, take notes, reflect, and do all the various
things researchers do, they are looking for ways to shape their material.
Whether they call it themes, threads, keys, groups, or principles, it all
boils down to the same thing. Biographers are always searching for a
way to give coherence to what at first seems like a collection of separate
items. They are hoping to suddenly discover a design that makes it all
fit together.

The purpose of the Snapshot Approach is to give children the expe-
rience of bringing order or coherence to data the way a professional
biographer does. Using this approach, children search for common
themes or threads within the material they have researched. They dis-
cover their own designs that give shape to a life story. They find their
own unique way of understanding their subject.

The Snapshot Approach makes use of children's ability to visualize
memorable events in the life of the person being studied ( Zarnowski
1986). These "snapshots," or pictures formed in the mind's eye, become
the basis for many of the other steps in the process of organizing mate-
rialsteps involving speaking, drawing, and writing. A snapshot, first
pictured in the mind and then drawn and written about, corresponds to
information the biographer selects as memorable enough to include.

The biographer's overall design shows how all the material in a
biography fits together. It gives the work unity. Like professional bi-
ographers, children who write biography discover designs that are quite
original. For example, several fifth graders who wrote a snapshot biog-
raphy of Eleanor Roosevelt organized their writing by contrasting the
painful and unpleasant experiences in Mrs. Roosevelt's early life with
the exciting and unique experiences in her later life. This design gave
shape to a large portion of the data they uncovered during their research
(Zarnowski 1988).

The Snapshot Approach consists of fo,..r steps which lead students to
fiat select material and then discover a design for a biography. These
steps are (1) learning about the subject, (2) brainstorming and selecting
material, (3) preparing the snapshots, and (4) arranging the material

"
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34 Learning about Biographies

and discovering a design. Each of these steps is explained in more detail
el3w. Along with the description is an account of what happened
whca T-ila Alexander and I tried this approach with the students in her
fifth-grade class in a New York City public school.

Steps to Follow

Teacher Preparation

Before beginning the project, some teacher preparation is required.
First, the teacher must select the subject class will research and write
about. Second, a selection of biographies and related materials must be
gathered. There must be enough material to accommodate an entire
class.

When Ms. Alexander and I planned our project, we selected Eleanor
Roosevelt as our subject. Chief among our reasons was an interest in
introducing more women's history into the curriculum. In addition, we
took a trip to the local library where we found a large number of chil-
dren's biographies of Mrs. Roosevelt and a great deal of primary source
material. Finding aIpropriate reading material was a:1 important con-
sideration for us, since we planned to buy very few books. Instead, we
combed several neighborhood libraries and were able to put together
quite a substantial collection. A number of students also helped us
gather books from libraries and from their homes. Once the material
was gathered, we were ready for step 1.

Step 1: Learning about the Subject

During the first step, children learn as much as possible about the
subject. Every day for approximately one month, the class reads, listens,
asks questions, and tracks down information. They begin by listening
to the teacher read aloud for approximately twenty minutes each day
from a biography of the subject. This book should have a lively style and
be relatively short. Listening to a book read aloud provides the children
with important background that they can draw on later when they
begin to read independently. DulL(01 the first week or two, after each
day's reading, the teaches writes down the responses of the group, not-
ing what the children think is important enough to remember and their
feelings about this information. (see "Writing Group Responses" in
Chapter 3). The teacher is modeling what the children trill later be
doing by themselves when they write in their journals.

Once the book is finished, maybe a week cr two later, a number of
procedural changes take place. The children now have sufficient back-
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ground information to begin reading about the subject independently
and writing responses in their journals. The teacher's role changes, too.
Instead of reading biographies aloud, the teacher begins to introduce
primary source material. This material can be a letter written by the
subject, a newspaper article, a photograph, or a significant quote.
Because of the reading and listening that has gone before, children can
appreciate this material. They have built up a context for understand-
ing it.

The ideal amount of time to devote to this step is an hour a day for
approximately one month. Twenty minutes is usually set aside for lis-
tening to the teacher read aloud from a biography or share primary
source materials, another twenty minutes for silent reading, and ten
minutes for journal writing. Of course, other variations are possible.
Sometimes there is only time for listening to the teacher read or for
reading independently and jotting down responses in a journal. These
two aaivities can alternatelistening one day, reading and journal-
writing the next.

In Ms. Alexander's class, daily periods of forty-five minutes to an
hour were set aside for the study of Eleanor Roosevelt. To begin, Ms.
Alexander read aloud Doris Faber's Eleanor Roosevelt: First Lady of the
World. This well-written book captured the children's interest and
engaged their sympathies. It was also short. .".t less than sixty pages, it
provided a brief overview that children could later supplement through
their own research. And since Faber's book is available as a paperback,
we were able to affotd a few copies for the classroom library.

Once the book was completed, Ms. Alexander read excerpts from a
biography written by Mrs. Roosevelt's son Elliott, followed by portions
of Mrs. Roosevelt's autobiography. At other times she shared pictures,
magazine and newspaper articles, films and pamphlets. One child even
brought in a story written by Eleanor Roosevelt that his mother had
found in a magazine. As a result of their daily listening, reading, and
writing, the children were becoming quite knowledgeable. They felt as
if they were authorities on the life of Eleanor Roosevelt. In fact, a
number of parents commented to both Ms. Alexander and me that their
children were frequently talking about Mrs. Roosevelt at home.

Towards the end of the first month of this project, I carefully exam-
ined the children's journals. I found that from the start there was evi-
dence that the children were developing their own sympathetic friend-
ships with Mrs. Roosevelt. These friendships were based partly on
feelings of admiration and partly on feelings of sympathy and empathy.
In addition to this, a number of children were beginning to create their
own designs. This took the form of general statements supported by a
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Journal Example

Admiration Eleanor gave much of her time to make this a much
better world for all people. I am very proud of her. I
would also give my life away to help the poor and the
ones who need help still.

I read about a wise and gracious lady.

Sympathy/
Empathy

I feel sorry for her that she is so ugly, but I really wish
I was her. She had a good heart, but was ugly.

I felt sad for her because she had no mother. Her father
was [in] N.Y. She had to stay with Grandma Hall.

I feel real happy for Eleanor Roosevelt because she
really loves him [her father] and he loves her. They
really get to see each other. That means a lot to her -nd
that is why I feel real happy for her.

I feel very happy for her because she finally got married
and had a baby.

Genera lin ion
and Details

(Themes
beginning to
emerge)

Eleanor Roosevelt's childhood was not a happy one.
And parties were always a time of special agony for her
because she was so shy. She knew she was not beautiful.
And she knew she was the first girl in her family not to
be a belle. [italics added]

Eleanor was a very busy person. She traveled almost all
over the world. She became interested in very important
business. She felt like F.D.R.'s investigator.. . . She
visited hospitals during World War II. [italics added]

Figure 5. Journal entries written about Eleanor Roosevelt.

number of supporting details. "igure 5 shows a sampling of the kinds
of comments I found in the journals.

On the basic of our classroom observations and our examination of
the children's journals, Ms. Alexander and I agreed that the children
were ready to move on to step 2selecting material for their bi-
ographies.

Step 2: Brainstorming and Selecting Material

.is children become knowledgeable about their subject and as their
journals show that they have developed some emotional attachment, it
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Figure 6. A list of remembered events.

37

is time for them to gather and sele -t the material that will actually
appear in the biography. To do this, children are divided into groups of
four to six students. The goal of each group is to brainstorm a list of all
the events they can remember that happened in the subject's life.

During the brainstorming session, one student in each group serves as
a secretary while the rest of the group contributes to the list. No one
should be concerned about writing things down in chronological order.
The emphasis is on remembering and gathering what is recalled.
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38 Learning about Biographies

Once the list is compiled, students examine it careful!) and select the
five to ten events they consider to be the most important events in the
subject's life. These events will later be made into "snapshots" which
will form the basis of the r...ailting biography.

In Ms. Alexander's class, brainstorming and the selection of material
were completed during two class sessions. The brainstorming was com-
pleted during the first session. Before the groups began working by
themselves, one group was asked to demonstrate the process for the
entire class. Then, when everyone was clear about what to do, the
groups were allowed to function on their own.

Although the children's first impulse was to reach for their books and
journals to help them make their lists of important events, we advised
them to rely only on what they could recall as being truly memorable.
We were not certain what the results would be, but after forty-five min-
utes of conversation each group had a list. The shortest was two pages
and the longest was five. We found these lists truly impressive.

During the second session the groups used their lists to select the
events they wanted to write about. Several topics emerged in almost
every group: Eleanor's early hone life, her school experiences, her mar-
riage, FDR's paralysis, and her political career. These would become
important "threads" in the designs of many of the final biographies.
Figure 6 shows a portion of one group's brainstorming list and three of
the events they selected.

Step 3: Preparing the Snapshots

After the brainstorming session, the groups continue to work together.
Each group member chooses one or more of the selected events to make
into a snapshot.

A snapshot consists of a picture of an event and a written description.
First, the children are asked to visualize the event, to close their eyes and
picture it, and then to draw it. Their drawings should contain as much
detail as possible. After drawing, the children write about their pictures,
telling what is happening. Detail is valued here, too, since this writing
becomes the text of the biography.

Ms. Alexander's students produced snapshots that ware a mixture of
fact and interpretation. For example, in a snapshot of Eleanor's experi-
ence at a F7ench boarding school, the writer speculates about Eleanoi 's
feelings of loneliness and confusion (see Figure 7'. Likewise, a snapshot
of Eleanor's wedding reveals more about the writer's anger than about
Eleanor's (see Figure 8). When the bride and groom were upstaged by
Uncle Teddy, they took the experience in stride. Eleanor reportedly
found it amusing.
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How Eleanor Felt About Her New School

Eleanor Roosevelt felt left out, first of all, because her parents wanted her
out of the way when her mother had a baby. They sent her to school where
she didn't know the language. It must have been very hard for her to relate
with the people and it must have been harder for her to understand the other
children. She must have been very Ion.* without seeing her father very often.
He was important to her because he understood her more than anybody. I
think for a little girl her age she must have been lonely. She did not have any
idea why her parents were sending her to a school where she didn't under-
stand the language.

Figure 7. Snapshot of Eleanor's experience at boarding school.

To produce the final snapshots, the ch;ldren in Ms. Alexander's class
made several sketches and more than one written draft. There was the
usual work of selecting material to include, adding details, omitting
unnecessary information, getting feedback from friends, editing, and
finally recopying. When the snapshots were completed, each group
received a large piece of posterboard for displaying their work. The
students were then ready for the final step of the project.
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When Eleanor and Franklin Got Married

Eleanor got married to her fifth cousin when she was nineteen. They got
married in the White House. At first Eleanor didn't want to get married in
the White House because it was too big and too poprlar. When Eleanor and
Franklin got married, most of the people were looking at Teddy Roosevelt
because he was president. Eleanor was angry because everyone was looking at
Teddy Roosevelt.

Figure 8. Snapshot of Eleanor's wedding.
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Step 4: Arranging the Material and Discovering a Design

Each group arranges all the completed snapshots in chronological
order going clockwise, either pasted on large posterboard or tacked onto
a bulletin board so that they can be seen by the entire group. Figure 9
shows the form for arranging a snapshot biography.

Next the group prepares a summary statement based on their snap-
shots. As the group examines all of the snapshots they produced, they
consider the folios...ins questions: In what ways are the events shown in
the snapshots similar? In general, how would you describe the subject's
life? The summary statement is composed jointly by the members of the
group. It should bring together the common threads the children have
found in the snapshots and correspond to the biographer's search for
coherence.

One of the summary statements made by a group of Ms. Alexander's
students contrasted Eleanor's early life with her later years. The group
found that, in spite of what they considered her "tragic childhcod," in
her later years she led an "exciting life" as First Lady and delegate to the
United Nations. They wrote:

Eleanor's Tragic Life and Exciting Life

Eleanor had a tragic childhood. Elea. tor Roosevelt was only eight
years old when her mother died. Her father was an alcoholic. He
was the only person Eleanor liked. Eleanor had to go live with her
grandmother . ..

When she was grown up she had an exciting life. Everyone gave
Eleanor alot of attention. She finally got a man she loved, her fifth
cousin Franklin Roosevelt. He became president and she was First
Lady. She later joined the U.N.

In this dramatic turnabout, the children seemed to find hope. An
unhappy childhood does not necessarily lead to an unhappy and unpro-
ductive adulthood. This contrast also provided a framework for under-
standing and organizing the events of Mrs. Roosevelt's life.

Looking Back at the Snapshot App roach

Of the four strategies described in this book, the Snapshot Approach is
the easiest to implement. This plan provides each child with a great deal
of support through group interaction and decision making. The writ-
ing required, too, is divided up among the group members. In effect,
four or five students complete one biography.

Yet, despite the simplicity and ease of this project, it provides a mean-
ingful introduction to the major challenge of writing biography. The
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Snapshot 5

Snapshot 4
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Snapshot 1

Summary
Statement

Snapshot 3

Figure 9. Form for arranging a snapshot biography.

Snapshot 2

lessons children learn about coherence and design are relevant to
anyone who reads or writes biography.

Going Further

The Snapshot Approach to biography can be extended, modified, and
reused. lere are a few ideas for related projects.

1. The same format can be used to make a snapshot autobiography.
Children can write about their own lives, using photographs as well
as drawings. They can interview their parents, relatives, and
acquaintances for information and consult documents related to
their own lives, such as their birth certificates, report cards, and
awards from school or clubs.
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2. Snapshot biographies can be written about living subjects who are
available for interview. These subjects can be people the children
know well, such as friends, classmates, teachers, and relatives, or they
can be local residents with careers or experiences the children find
interesting.

3. Students can make oral presentations based on their snapshot biog-
raphies. The content of the biography provides the speaker with
information and thoughts to share. The illustrations, which tan be
referred to during the presentation, help the speaker stick to tht topic.
Various groups completing a snapshot biography can make presen-
tations to each other. Even if the groups have studied the s.zrile sub-
ject, they can look for similarities and differences between the
biographies.

4. The events described in a snapshot biography can be dramatized.
Each snapshot becomes a scene in a play. A narrator can introduce
the play and provide background information for the various scenes.
Students can improvise the dialogue or write it down. If the dialogue
is written down, it can be tape-recorded and placed in a listening
center.

In this chapter, the approach to biography i:: through the use of
authentic materials. The next chapter describes the use of fictionalized
accounts as a model for writing biography. The writing that results is
highly imaginative since writers are asked to speculate about what
might have happened.
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5 Fictionalized Versions

Fictionalized biographies, a mixture of fiction and nonfiction, give the
writer the opportunity to create something that history has not sup-
plied. That "something" can be toners-lions that might have taken
place, events that might have occurred, or details that a keen observer
might have noticed. The writer tries to provide plausible answers to
some et history unanswered questions.

Authors of fictionalized biographies are aot free to let their imagina-
tions run wild. Instead, they create what they believe is likely to have
happened. They fill in gaps in the evidence that is currently available.
The resulting work contains a great deal more fact than fictio:

This approach is an appealing one for young writers because it lets
them tie up loose ends and flesh out a story that would otherwise have
gaps in it. Filling in :!tese gaps makes the story more complete and more
satisfying. It answers, at least for the moment, the questions c.hildt,..1
want answered.

For example, two youngsters writing about Ben Franklin examined
the complex relationship he had with his brother James. They tried to
put themselves in James's shoes anti see Ben's actions from his point of
view. As a result, they concluded that James both resented and admired
his younger brother. On the one hand, James resented Ben's failure to
honor the terms of his apprenticeship. Assuming James's point of view,
they wrote:

When he came to work for me, wt made an agreement. His part
of the bargain was to be loyal to me. keep my wets, and work for
me until he was 21. I kept my part of the bargain but Bed didn't.

On the other hand, sitizt they 1.1so concluded that James admired his
brother, they added:

Ben did a lot of things. He wrote Poor Richard's Almanac, helped
write the peace treaty between the United States and England, and
much later he signed the Constitution. Despite how poorly we got
along, I was PROUD! of my little brother for all of those things.

The process of writing fictionalized biography requires children to
think about the information they are learning in order to build upon it.
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The approach invites children to imagine, to speculate, and to suggest
ideas. In this way, thinking, learning, and writing go hand in hand.

Steps to Follow

The approach to writing fictionalized biographies consists of three
steps: (1) listening to fictionalized biographies read aloud by the
teacher, (2) learning about the subject of the biography, and (3) plan-
ning and writing the fictionalized biographies. These steps are
explained below. Along with this explanation is a description of my
experience in Mildred Sturman's fourth-grade class, when she and her
students wrote fictionalized biographies of Benjamin Franklin.

Step 1: Listening to Fictionalized Biographies

In order to write fictionalized biographies, children must be familiar
with them. The biographies of F. N. Monjo provide a good introduc-
tion because of their consistent use of the same fictional techniques.

Five of Monjo's books, which he refers to as his "shirt-sleeve m;nia-
tures" (1975, 435), follow a format children can use in their own writing.
Each book is a portrait of a famous Americanstatesman narrated by a
son, grandson, or granddaughter. Monjo specifically chose to use a
child as narrator in c.der to limit the content of the biography to just
those things a child would understand and consider important. A child
narrator enable .n to omit events he believed were beyond a child's
comprehension or would be of limited interest.

Monk) uses the child-as-narrator approach very successfully. In his
biography of Theodore Roosevelt, The One Bad Thing about Father,
Quentin Roosevelt, Theodore's son, tells a great deal about living in the
White House and playing with his father, while only briefly mention-
ing that his father mediated the end of the Russo-Japanese War. Sim-
ilarly, in Grand Papa and Ellen Aroon, Thomas Jefferson's grand-
daughter tells more about Jefferson's role as a loving grandfather than
about his role in writing the Declaration of Independence. In this way,
Monjo avoids overpacking his biographies with more facts than young
readers want to know.

Yet, in spite of the fictionalized scenes and dialogue, Monjo's biogra-
phies are "about ninety-eight percent fact" (Monjo 1975, 439). At the
end of each book, the author points out the parts he created, enabling
the reader to distinguish between fact and fiction. He tells us, for
instance, that Quentin Roosevelt and Ellen Aroon never really told
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stories about their famous relatives. Instead, these stories are written the
way they might have told them.

The following books are referred to as the "shirt-sleeve miniatures":

1. Grand Papa and Ellen Aroon: Being an Account of Some of the
Happy Times Spent Together by Thomas Jefferson and His
Favorite Granddaughter (illustrated by Richard Cuffari), Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1974.

2. Me and Willie and Pa: The Story of Abraham Lincoln and His Son
Tad (illustrated by D. Gorsline), Simon and Schuster, 1973.

3. The One Bad Thing about Father (illustrated by Rocco Negri),
Harper and Row, 1970.

4. Poor Richard in France (illustrated by Brinton Turkie), Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1973.

5. The Vicksburg Veteran (illustrated by Douglas Gorsline), Simon
and Schuster, 1971.

To begin the project in fictionalized biography, children listen as
their teacher reads each of these biographies aloud. Some are short
enough to be read in one sitting, while others require two or three class
sessions.

After each biography is read, a data chart like the one shown in Figure
10 is filled in by the teacher and the students together. The chart helps
the children generalize about the recurring features of Monjo's biogra-
phies. By focusing on the narrator, the subject, and the content of each
book, it eventually becomes apparent that (1) the narrator is always a
child who knows the subject, (2) the subject is always a famous Ameri-
can, and (3) the content is always about the subject's habits and achieve-
ments. These are features that the children will later use when they write
their own biographies.

Figure 10 is a portion of a larger chart completed by Ms. Sturman's
fourth-grade class. Learning about fictionalized biographies took this
class approximately one month. By the end of the month, the format of
Monjo's biographies had become highly predictable. The children
expected to hear about the life of a famous person told from the point of
view of a child.

Step 2: Learning about the Subject of the Biography

Just as in the Snapshot Approach described in Chapter 4, this step
involves the in-depth study of one person's life for a period of approx-
imately one month. During this time, children engage in a number of
activities in order to gather material.
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Book Title

Famous Person
the Story Is

About
Person Telling

the Story
Tnings the Person

Has Done

Grand Papa and
Ellen roon

Thomas Jefferson Ellen Way les Randolph,
his granddaughter

1. He was the president.
2. He was called Mr. Mammoth.
3. He was a natural historian.
4. He loved to read.
5. He designed Monticello.
6. He wrote the Declaration of

Independence.
7. He cut out poems and sent them to

his grandchildren.
8. He introduced ice cream to this

country.

The One Bad Thing
about Father

Teddy Roosevelt,
President (T.R.)

Quentin Roosevelt, his
son

1. He stopped a war.
2. He always had time for his children.
3. He won the Nobel Prize.
4. He read poems to his children.

Poor Richard in
France

Benjamin Franklin Benjamin Franklin
Bache, his grandson

1. He discovered that lightning and
elect :city are the same thing.

2. He invented the lightning rod.
3. He was a famous printer.
4. He took air baths.
5. He went to France to get help in the

war.

Figure 10. Learning abou F. N. Monjo's fictionalized biographies.
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48 Learning about Biographies

In the beginning, children listen as the teacher reads aloud each day
from a biography of the subject or shares some primary source mate-
rials. After listening to one full-length biography and several original
documents, the children are ready to begin reading about the subject
independently and writing their responses in journals.

A typical one-hour schedule devoted to this project might be orga-
nized like this:

20 minutesoral reading/discussion led -t- the teacher
30 minutessilent reading
10 minutesjournal-writing

When Ms. Sturman's dass began this step, she directed their attention
to the study of Benjamin Franklin, the subject they would be writing
about. Each day, she read aloud from a biography of Franklin. Her
reading provided the students with bac!mound information about
Franklin's character, his inventions, and the times in whit -1 he lived.
This information helped them when they later began reading biogra-
phies on their own. As she discussed this material with her students, Ms.
Sturman aroused their curiosity and motivated them to want to know
more. How did Franklin manage to invent so many things? What were
the particular circumstances?

As the students each began keeping journals, they were told to write
down the information they wanted to remember and their feelings
about that information. The resulting journal entries show that the
students were reading for meaning and interpreting what thc- react
They didn't just pull out facts; they filtered the information they read
through their minds and responded in a variety of ways. Some showed
amusement:

When he [Franklin] wrote a poem on the capture of Blackbeard and
he asks his father's opinion and his father says you better stick to
prose that was funny.

Others showed surprise:

Ben lived in a small town. Ben was a little boy back in the 17
hundreds. The fact that they didn't have any addresses it was hard
to find a person's house I bet. Thank god we have addresses. just
think walking around town looking for something that will tell
you where the place is you're looking for.

A few reported feelings of confusion:

I read about the American Revolution. I did not like this part
because I did not understand it.
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And many recorded their feelings of empathy and friendship:

His [Franklin's] first day at school. I was happy when he was
happy. I think he was the best student in the class.

After spending one month learning about Ben Franklin, Ms. Stur-
man and I were convinced that the students were quite knowledgeable
about the events in his life. We decided to make the transition from
rea ding about Franklin to writing fictionalized biographies about him.

Step 3: Planning and Writinj . he Fictionalized Biographies

Once children have learned about fictionalized biographies and about
their subject (steps 1 and 2), they are ready to put that knowledge to
work. As they begin to write their own fictionalized biographies, the
teacher provides the supports that make this task possible. These sup-
ports consist of explanations, demonstrations, and trial runs.

One important explanation 0%. teacher provides is telling children
about planning. A planning sheet like the one shown in Figure 11 helps
children make important decisions before they begin to write. This
sheet focuses children's attention on those aspects of fictionalized biog-
raphy that need to be decided: (1) the narrator, (2) the story, and (3) the
facts included in the story. Once these decisionsare made, the writer has
a direction to follow. Although this direction may change during the
process of writing and rethinking, it is enough to get a writer started.

One way to use this planning sheet is for teachers to think through
their own fictionalized biographies and share their decision making
with the class. The teacher's pinning sheet can be prepared ahead of
time or right in front of the children. A draft based on this planning
sheet ...in also be shared. As the teacher demonstrates and discusses his
or her decision-making process, the children are "let in" on the proce-
dure. The teacher is demonstrating and explaining how a fictionalized
biography is written.

Another use for this plannirg sheet is for trial runs, when the teacher
and the class plan a fictionalized biography together and begin to write

1. Who could tell a story about Benjamin Franklin?

2. What will the story be about? What happens?

3. What "facts" will you include?

Figure 11. Planning sheet for writing a fictionalized biography.
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1. Who could tell a story about Benjamin Franklin?

Jonathan, a Leather Apron member

2. What will the story be about? What happens?

Jonathan tells how Ben helped the public.

3. What "facts" will-you include?
a. retired from business in 1748
b. spent time on public. service projects
c. formed Leather Apron Club to discuss important topics and try to

improve life in Philadelphia
d. Leather Apron Club later called Junto Club
e. with members of the Junto Club made plans for lighting the ci'y of

Philadelphia
f. was one of the founders of the first public library
g. organized first volunteer fire department
h. raised money for the first hospital in Philadelphia

Figure 12. Planning sheet completed with the class.

a story. This demonstrates the procedures to follow and enables the
children to participate by suggesting ideas for the story. If the teacher
does the writing, the children are free to concentrate on generating
ideas. Since the whole class works together, no one is responsible for
making 711 the decisions.

A planning sheet completed during a trial run in Ms. Sturman's class
is shown in Figure 12, and the opening paragraph for a story is shown
in Figure 13.

After completing two trial runs on two different occasions, the chil-
dren in Ms. Sturman's class began working on their own planning
sheets and writing their own biographies. The class spent three weeks
drafting, revising, and illustrating. During that time, there was a great
deal of sharing with classmates and conferencing with the teacher. A
final edited version of each biography was ultimately made into an
illustrated book.

The opening paragraph of ten-year-old Flori's book shows how suc-
cessfully she was able to combine what she had learned about Monjo's
narrative technique with what she had learned :-.About Ben Franklin:

I am Benjamin Franklin's sister and I can tell you a few things
about him. It all started January 17, 1706, with the birth of my
brother Benjamin. He was the fifteenth of our father's and mother's
seventeen children. One of the first events of a 'born baby's life
is being carried in his father s arms. I was proud to show off my new
baby brother,

The complete text of Flori's biography is included in Appendix A.
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Ben Franklin, Public Servant
My name is Jonatha t, and I'm telling about my friend Ben. He was a good

friend. We were in the Leather Apron Club together. We tried to get things
done like getting lights on the streets and keeping the streets clean.

Figure 13. Opening paragraph-from a fictionalized biography based on the
planning sheet.

Looking Back at Fictionalized Versions

Writing fictionalized biography teaches children about the powerful
effect of the narrator. The way a narrator tells a story is determined by
what he or she knows and considers important. This is true not only for
Monjo's biographies with their child-narrators but for all biographies.
To a large extent, biographies vary according to the concern'. of the
person telling the story.

Since this project makes use of both fictionalized and authentic bio-
graphical material, it broadens children's understanding of biography
as a genre. Children are in a position to realize that there are different
approaches to biography as well as considerable room for experi-
tr. station.

The negotiated balance between fact and fiction makes this approach
an enjoyable one. Who doesn't enjoy telling stories about relatives,
friends, and acquaintancesand by extension, historical figuresand
embellishing them just a bit? The impulse to add a few "stretchers" is
almost irresistible.

Going Further

A study of fictionalized biography can be extended and enriched in a
number of ways:

1. Children can share and discuss the biographies they have written.
How are biographies written from different points of view F;milar?
How are they different?

2. Besides the titles already mentioned, F. N. Monjo has written several
other books for children that are suitable for reading aloud or for
independent reading. Two titles should be particularly interesting to
children who are already familiar with Monjo's biographies. King
George's Head Was Made of Lead is a "history" narrated by a statue
of the king that was melted down to make Yankee bullets during the
American Revolution. Letters to Horseface consists of letters Wolf-
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gang Amadeus Mozart might have written to his sister during his trip
to Italy.

3. Robert Lawson has written three entertaining fictionalized biogra
phies using animals as narrators. Ben and Me is the story of Ben
Franklin as told by a mouse named Amos; Mr. Revere and I is Paid
Revere's story as told by his horse; and Captain Kidd's Cat is the
infamous pirate's story as told by his loyal tabby. These books can be
read and enjoyed and can also serve as models for writing biographies
from the point of view of an animal.

4. Assuming the role of narrator, children can write fictionalized biog-
raphies of people they know well. The subject can be a parent, sib-
ling, or friend.

Both the Snapshot Approach and Fictionalized Versions are based on
time order. The next chapter considers an alternative to strict chrono-
logiml order: beginning at the peak of a subject's career.



6 An Alternative to
Chronological Order

Do biographers have to begin at the beginning and follow a birth-to-
death sequence? Not necessarily. Leon Edel, biographer and literary
critic, argues convincingly against the need for always following strict
chronology. According to Edel (1984), the biographer should be tree tc
use the same -arrative techniques as the novelist, induding flashbacks,
flash-forwards, summaries, and retrospectives. Such techniques help
writers develop the underlying themes and patterns they discover in
their, material. According to Edel, successful biographers "melt down"
their material to reveal its essence. If not, they risk being buried in a
mass of details.

The idea of beginning a biography at the peak of a person's career
instead of at the moment of birth raises some interesting possibilities for
classroom inquiries. It enables children to deal with some of their most
pressing questions. These questions surfaced quite forcefully when Ms.
Alexander's fifth-grade class studied the life of Eleanor Roosevelt. Many
children commented on the sharp contrast between Roosevelt's child-
hood and her adulthood. Isn't it strange, they asked, that a painfully
shy, submissive, and quiet girl grew into a vocal, active, and highly
visible public figure? And, indeed it is. How did this metamorphosis
happen? What are the roots of this change? What, if anything, prepared
the shy, unassuming Eleanor to become the "First Lady of the World"?

Even after our study of Eleanor Roosevelt was completed, the same
questions remained: Do the early events in a person's life serve as prep-
aration for later adult roles? Or are there sometimes surprising and
unexpected turnarounds between c idhood and adulthood? These
questions prompted me to follow Edel's lead and examine life histories
in a different way.

The following year, Ms. Alexander and I took up these questions
again with a different gro.'p of children who were pursuing an in- death
study of George Washington. First, the children considered Washing-
ton during one of the "high points" of his careeras either commander
in chief or first presAent. They :ley looked' ,.cic at his earlier life. Was
he prepared for these roles? Or, given his upt ringing, was it surprising
and unexpected that he later assumed these roles?

6U
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Figure 14. The direction of a nonchronological biography.

The strategy we used, An Alternative to Chronological Order, helped
children write about Washington's career without being tied to a strict
chronological sequence. In fact, as shown in Figure 14, this type of
biography moves in the opposite direction of chronological time. The
biography begins with a description of the subject at the height of his or
her career and then looks backward for the roots of that career.

This strategy focuses children's attention on developing a position
and backing it up with relevant information. The writer argues either
that the subject was prepared or was not prepared for a later role. This
is a more challenging task than producing a remembered chain of
events in a person's life.

Steps to Follow

A nonchronological strategy suitable for beginning biographers con-
sists of five steps: (1) learning about the subject, (2) developing a time
line, (3) confronting the major question, (4) gathering relevant argu-
ments, and (5) writing the biography. Each step is described in more
detail below. Along with the description is an account of what hap-
pened when Ms. Alexander's fifth graders followed this plan.

Step 1: Learning about the Subject

As in the two approaches already discussed, this strategy begins with in-
depth study. The class spends approximately one month completing
the following activities: listening to the teacher read one or more biog-
raphies of e e subject, sharing and discussing primary source material,
reading several biographies independently, and writing responses to
these biographies in their journals.

These basic procedures for in-depth study can also be enriched. For
example, during the time that Ms. Alexander's class studied George
Washington, in addition to the activities outlined above, they also
decided to have a colonial-style luncheon. With the help of several
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cookbooks, the children were able to prepare a number of dishes served
during Washington's time. This may have been inspired by a reading of
Jean Fritz's book George Washington's Breakft.st, a book that taught
the children, among other things, what the general ate each morning.

Besides their colonial luncheon, the class completed a number of
other related activities. After they listened to Ms. Alexander read Milton
Meltzer's biography George Washington and the Birth of Our Nation,
they invited the author for a morning of biographer-to-biographer con-
versation. The children also visited Fraunces Tavern, the site where
Washington bid farewell to his troops. And, finally, they produced an
amusing classroom display by copying and illustrating the rules of
behavior that Washington wrote for himself in his own notebooks.
Under one child's illustration was written the following rule: "In the
presence of others, sing not to yourself with a humming noise, nor drum
with your fingers or feet."

An in-depth study of the subject lays the foundation for the rest of the
process and generates enthusiasm for the subject. Nothing can make up
fc : the experience of being4eeply immersed in a subject and having the
time to explore it. This :s the basis for building interesting ideas.

An intriguing example of student engagement with the life of George
Washington occurred at the end of ne student's journal. For weeks this
student steadily reported each of the events she read about. Then
towards the end of her journal there is an abrupt change from reporting
to forming mental images. The student wrote:

I see him in this chair doing his wcrk.
I see hire. upon a horse riding down the street smiling.

Images like these form the basis of interpretive thinking. In the stu-
dent's final biography she used both of these images. At one point she
included an illustration showing Washington at his desk. A caption
reads, "George in his office thinking about if he should help the
French." The accompanying text describes Washington's unpopular
decision to ignore the French request for istance in their war against
the British. At another point the student Lescribed Washington out on
a snowy day, riding his horse around Mount Vernon. In both of these
instances, the writer used her images to develop a vivid portrait of
Washington.

Step 2: Developing a Time Line

After the period of in-depth study, the class constructs a time line of
major events in the subject's life. This can be completed by the whole
class working together, or small groups can brainstorm together for
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1799 Death

1789 Becomes first president
1787 Signs U.S. Constitution
1783 Peace treaty signed; British acknowledge American independence

1776 'Revolutionary War
1775 Becomes commander in chief

1765 Britain imposes Stamp Act
1 '63 End of French and Indian War
1759 Marries Martha Custis
1756 French and Indian War begins
1754 Resigned from the militia
1751 Joined the army

1747 Became a surveyo-

1743 His father died

1738 Moved up the Rappahannock

1732 Birth

Figure 15. A time line -f remembered events in the life of ;corgi
Washington.

remembered events and then bring their information back to the larger
group. One or two class periods should be sufficient for completing this
step.

The purpose of the time line is to identify what the class considers to
be the high points of the subject's career. One of these high points will
serve as the starting point for a nonchronological biography.

Figure 15 shows the time line developed by Ms. Alexander's class. As
are!: .alt of preparing this time line, the dass decided that the high points
of Washington's career were (1) when he became commander in chief of
the American army and (2) when he became the first American presi-
dent. This meant that students would begin their biographies with a
description of Washington in one of these two roles. In order to do this,
the class reviewed and discussed their understanding of what happened
during both of these phases of Washington's career.

Step 3: Confronting the Major Question

Once the starting point of the biography is selects -d, children are ready
to confront the major question: Was the subject prepared for his or her
important role? This is the question that children will be answering in
their biographies.
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Did his earlier life prepare George Washington to be
commander in chief or president?

YES
Tell what experiences pre-
pared him for the job.

Why was he a logical choice
for the job?

57

NO
Tell why he was unprepared.

Why was it surprising he was
chosen?

Figure 16. Comparing early life and later life. Confronting the major questions.

A diagram like the one used in Ms. Alexander's class (see Figure 16)
frames the question clearly. The diagram focuses children's attention
on first answering the question and then gathering arguments that
support their position. It guides them as they attempt to take a stand.

Step 4. Gathering Relevant Arguments

Before writing their biographies, the children work together to gather
relevant arguments for all the possible positions they can argue. As the
material is gathered, it is compiled in charts which are displayed in the
classroom. Later, as the children write, they are able to refer back to
these charts.

In Ms. Alexander's class, students gathered arguments related to
George Washington s career. Figure 17 shows arguments, pro and con,
for Washington's preparedness as commander in chief. Figure 18 deals
with his preparedness to tie the first president.

The charts in Ms. Alexander's class grew rather large and contained
much more material than any one child would incorporate into hisor
her biography. When maey arguments had been collectedoften
twenty or more for a particular positionthe children were in a power-
ful position for determining their stances and "nailing down" their
ideas.
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George Washington as Commander in Chief

Prepared

1. At 21, led a 'irginia regiment
against the French.

2. Had always wanted to be a soldier.
3. Asa surveyor, he camped out in the

wildernesslearned how to sur-
vive there.

4. Thought of himself as an Ameri-
can, not a British soldier.

5. Was an aide to General Braddock.
Realized the British were nu
unbeatable.

6. Was iist excellent horseman.
7. Was very organized.
8. Knew how to handle people.

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

Unprepared

Never trained to be commander in
chief.
Didn't like the woods.
Real goal in life was to be at Mount
Vernon and run the farms.
Didn't like people who didn't
speak Englishthought they were
ignorant.
Had no formal education in En-
gland like his brothers did.
Didn't want the job.
Didn't think he was good enough
for the job.
Father died when he was 11, so he
didn't have a father to look up to as
a model and to help educate him.

Figure 17. Gathering relevant arguments: Washington as commander in chief.

Step 5: Writing the Biography

Using the diagram introduced during step 3 and the charts pupated
during step 4, the children began to write their biographies. These
biographies consisted of two parts: (1) a description of the subjea at the
high point of his or her career; (2) a comparison of early life and later life
(Was he or she prepared?).

In my experience, writing the first part presented few problems for
fifth-grade biographers. They plunge,' into their descriptions by imme-
diately establishing the setting. For example, the opening paragraph of
one student's biography immediately places Washington at the Second
Continental Congress:

On June 16, 1775 Get --,e Washington was in the Second Conti-
nental Congress. He was ,,elected unanimously to be Commander
in Chief. He thought it over. He thought it would be better if he
were at Mount Vernon running his farm and being with his wife
Martha and two step-children. He thought he was not good enough
for [the] job. While he was thinking, he realized hp 'tad no choice.
George took the job.
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George Washington as President
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Prep: ed Unprepared

1. Had done a good job being in
charge of Mount Vernon.

2. Was very persuasive.
3. Had experience organizing men.
4. Was nice, honest, decent, deter-

mined, and courageous.
5. Had served in the Virginia House

of Burgesses.
6. Learned love of freedom from the

Fairfax family. Also learned that
the most important thing a person
could do was to serve his country.

7. Had self-control: overcame his love
for Sally Fairfax.

8. Didn't run away from his prob-
lems.

1. Was the firsthad no models to
follow.

2. Didn't have a formal education.
3. Didn't want the job.
4. Was experienced leading people

in war, not in peace.
5. Was embarrassed about being

honored.
6. Could not take criticism well- -

was short-tcmpered.
7. Had no practice. Said, "I walk on

=trodden ground."
8. Didn t have much self-confi-

dencewhen young, women put
him down.

Figure 18. Gathering relevant arguments: Washington as president.

It was while writing the second part, however, that students were
challenged to veal their most original thoughts. They prepared and
shaped arguments that stemmed from their _ wn ideas and interpreta-
tions. One fifth-grade biographer made the following interesting com-
parison about two of Washington's roles (italics added):

He was also prepared [to be commander in chief] by taking care
of Mount Vernon. He did many experiments with plants and ani-
mals that no one did. This may have given him the idea to experi-
ment to plan new strategies. George had lots of land. He was very
organized. He organized his men like his crops, very carefully.

Another student made this observation about Washington's suitability
for the role of president (again, italics added):

Though he didn't have a good education, he learned to love
freedom from the Fairfax family. He alto learned from them that
the most important thing a person could do was serve his country.
Those words helped George become mature and believe in himself.
rt is important for a president to be mature and believe in himself
because if he had to make a decision and the people didn't like it, he
would have to believe that he made a right decision.
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Appendix B contains the complete texts of two nonchronological
biographies of George Washington written by fifth-grade students. One
deals with Washington as commander in chief, and the other deals with
1-is career as the first president.

Looking Back at "An Alternative to Chronological Order"

The strategy developed in this chapter enlarges children's understand-
ioe; of nonfiction literature by introducing them to yet another format
for writing biography. According t James L. Clifford (1970), there are
five major formats for biography. These vary along a continuum from
the most objective to the most subjective. A format like the one discussed
here most dosely resembles the middle ground which Clifford refers to
as the "artistic-scholarly" type of biography. Because an artistic-
scholarly biography is midway between the most objective and the most
subjective works, th writer of such a biography is free to arrange mate-
rial as creatively a; possible but is not allowed to invent episodes.

Chief among d,!, practitioners of this type of biography is Leon Edel.
His five-volume biography of Henry James uses every known way of
manipulating time for the purpose of achieving an artistic result. While
children are not ready to deal with Edel's complex work, they are ready
to deal with the challenging idea behind it: the t there are other ways
besides chronology for organizing a biography. The strategy outlined
in this chapter helps children to corfront this idea.

Going Further

A study of alto natives o chronological order can be extended by look-
ing at the various ways writers handle !lane and by experimenting with
some of those way s.

1. Children can examine the opening chapters of several biographies.
After examining biographies that start at the very beginning of a
subject's life and biographies that do not, children can discuss which
type of organization they find most appealing.

2. Some children might enjoy writing an autobiography that starts
with a description of themselves in the present and then fills in their
past. Other children might write nonchronological biographies of
people they :tie acquainted with and can interview.
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3. "You are there!" skits bring the past to life. After completing some
background research and planning, a group of children can re-create
a scene from the past.

4. A number of interesting stories have been written using a modem-
day character who "falls into" a historical situation. Students might
try traveling back in time and putting themselves into a historical
setting. (For a listing of recommended time fantasies that draw chil-
dren into diffident historical 'ime periods, see Huck, Hepler, and
Hickman 1987, 368-69, and Cullinan 1989,299-303.)

The strategy discussed in this chapter helps students to confront the
issue of time when writing a oiography. The next chapter also deals
With time but focuses students' attention on the relationship between a
subject's life and times.
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7 The Relationship between
Life and Times

Can a person make an impact on his or her times? Or do "the times"
inevitably shape the person?

These questions yield no easy answers. Historians and biographers still
ponder them. Some, like historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., (1988) claim
that individuals can and do make an impact on society. At the same
time, historians claim that the reason for this impact is the person's
ability to respond to the currents and pressures of the times. A chicken-
and-egg situation? Perhaps.

It is challenging to try to sort out and understand the relationship
between a person's life anti times. The process allows for meaningful,
interesting dialogue. Like other truly pet . ocative questions raised by
the study of children's literature, this question is relevant for both chil-
dren and Its (Matthews 1988).

Can ch :en rise to the challenge? Absolutely. A for '.n grader who
was writing a biograph e,c the life and times of Martin 1 Anher King was
asked to respond to tht following questions: How did history affect
Martin Luther King? He N did Martin Luther King affect history? Here
is what she wrote:

How did history affect Martin? Well, when he was young, the Jim
Czow laws started affecting him by not letting him play with his
white friends, and not letting him go to the same schools as the
white children did, and not letting hint go to the same amusement
parks as the white children did. This was hard on Martin.

As he got a little older, history started affecting him more. Martin
started leading non-violent marches lil the Children's Crusade
and March on Washington in 1963, and the Seim to Montgomery
March in 1965. Martin was involved with so many thingslike
being elected president of the S.C.LC. (Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference). He was being trusted to help the world.

Martin made speeches that affected history. As he spoke, people
understood more clearly what Martin had meant about segrega-
tion. . . . Pew, '- started understanding how the black people felt.
Every time the white people heard these speeche. it gave them a bad
feeling that what they had done was wrong.

In the space of three paragraphs this young author shows us the impact
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of segregation on Dr. King and his impact on the nation's social
conscience.

The strategy descriLzd in this chapter encourages children to consider
the inter, kin between a subject's life aid times. In order to do this, a
class focuses not only on the life of the subject, but also on events in
history that occuned while the subject was alive. This historical back-
ground provides a context for understanding theevents in the subject's
life.

Steps to Follow

Writing a life-and-times biography consists of the following steps:
(1) learning about the subject, (2) completing a time line, (3) brain-
storming for topics to write about, and (4) preparing to write. Each of
these steps is explained below in more detail, along with a description
of my experience in Mildred Sturman's classroom when her fourth
graders wrote life-and-times biographies of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Step 1: Learning about the Subject

This strategy, like the others described in thin book, depends on in-
depth lea*: ing about or particular subject. Children spend an hour a
day for approximately one month learning about theirsubject. During
this time, the tea-..her rads to therrs from a selected biography and shares
primary source material. The children, in turn, read independently,
keep journals, and share their n. ponses with each other.

When Ms. Sturman and I selected the subject of our life-and-times
biography project, we were looking for som_sone who had been "caught
up" in ham.. or her times. That subject could have been involved in poli-
tics, industry, education, science, or the arts. Our decision to select Dr.
Martin Luther King rested to a large extent on his extraordinary
involvement in the civil rights movement.

Dr. King proved to be an excellent choice because we found a wealth
of material about him, including numerous biographies, films, and
.itmstrips. Copies of his speeches and letterswere also readily available.

But what prot!d to be most exciting were the guests who came to Ms.
Sturman's class to talk to the children about Dr. King. A Queens College
student, a black woman, shared with the children a tape-recorded inter-
view with her father, during which he discussed his memories of Dr.
King. A Queens College profestar of social studies education, a man
who has traveled extensively in the South. told about his observations of
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the Jim Crow laws in action. And Ms. Sturman shared her own memo-
ries of the 1963 march on Washington. Seeing photographs and films of
Dr. King and hearing people talk about their memories of him moti-
vated the children to want to learn more about their subject.

At tit° end of one month, when I carefully examined the students'
journals, I found that ley had developed strong feelings of sympathy
for Dr. King. One youngster wrote*:

King got shot . . . in Memphis in 1968 at 6:00. Everybody was
unhappy. I feel as if my own relative has died.

In addition, the children's journals abounded in angry denunciations
of segregation and discrimination:

King wanted the ballot, and so aid some other black pPople. I
didn't kncw that blacks couldn't vote like ot'...:r people, so ; think
it's unright.

After school be [King] ran to his fri i's house. His [friend's]
mother said M. L. and his friend couldr, L play together because he
was colored. I felt it was a shock to M. L. and me.

M. L. went to a shoe store and RP-. King and M. L had to sit in
the back. I think they should be treated the same as the whites.

T:iese feelings of anger at the unfair treatment Dr. King endured
caused the children to become his cfnmpions. They suffered his defeats
and shared his triumphs. They were tizer to learn how he leak with
injustices.

While the issue of fairness raged within Ms. Sturman's fourth-grade
class, other issues can serve just as well to motivate children's reading.
As noted in previous chapters, children have responded to Eleanor
Roosevelt's unhappy cnildhood and the sibling rivalry between Ben-
jamin Franklin and his brother. Emotional issues such as these appeal
to children',, des( to know how people deal with conflict. This desire
to know sustains children's int& !st in hooks.

Step 2: Completing a Time Line

As childien continue their research, they can also begin working on a
time line spanning the years of the subject's life. A format like the one
shown in Figure 19 provides space for recording events in the subject's
life as well as related events hi history.

The purpose of this time line is to help children see when historic
events occurred in relation to events in the subject's life. Writing down
this information makes it available for analysis and discussion. The

Here and throughout the chapter, italics in students' work have been added.
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Events in the Subject's Life Events in History

1900

1901

1902

1903

1905

1906

1907

1908

Figure 19. A time line format life-and-times biography.

informati5,1,nomes quite useful when the children begin to plan and
write their biographies because they do not have to rely on memory.

Everyone in Ms. Sturman's class worked on the time line together.
Ms. Sturman useu a large bulletin board and made her time line large
enough for the class to read. The children received paper copies to
complete and keep for their own use.

After each day's research, the class added to their time lines. Once the
time lines were finished, the children were able to see both the personal
events in King's life (e.g., the birth of his daughter Yolanda) and his
growing involvement in the civil rights movement (e.g., his ieadership
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference). Figure 20 shows a
portion of our class time line. Notice thatwe limited the scope of history
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Events in Ring's Life

Graduated Boston University
Went to Dexter Ave. Church,
Montgomery
Yolanda born

Learning about Biographies

Events in History (Civil Rights)

_1956 Rosa Parks arrested
Montgomery Improvement Asso-
ciation for ed
Bus boycott begins

1956 SCLC formed; ML1. president
Supreme Court outlaws bus segre-
gation

MLK leads SCLC
Becomes full -rime pastor of Dexter

Ave. Church
Stabbed

1957

1958

1959

Resigns as pastor a.td moves to
Atlanta
Becomes assistant pastor in
f- ther's church
Arrested at "sit-in" and jailed

1960 "Sit-ins" begin
JFK running for president
Protest marches organized all over
South

1961

1969

MLK and Ralph Abernathy lead 1963
Children's March/Gives "I have a
dream" speech during Washington
March

Birmingham March (Children's
Crusade)
March on Washington
President Kennedy assassinated

Figure 20. The life and times of Martin Luther King: A portion of the time line.

to include only events related to the civil rights me- ement. These would
be the events most likely to make an impact on king's life.

When the time lines were completed, most children had read between
five and ten books about Dt. King and had discussed his life extensively.
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Martin's father refused
to buy shoes in a
segregated store

Learned about
nonvicience

Time Magazine's "Man of
the Year" 1963

March from Selma
to Montgor ery,, 1965

Married Coretta
Scott, 1953 Ordained as Baptist minister

Nobel Peace Prize
Winner, 1964

Doctorate in
Theology, June 1955

Jim Crow
laws

Organized Poor/
People's March

Events in Dr. King's
Life

Assassinated in
Memphis, TN,
April 4, 1968

I

First President
of the SCLC

House bombed

"I have been to
the Mountain Top"

speech, 1968

Figure 21. A web showing the events in Dr. King's life.
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Letter from
Birmingham Jail

White children not allowed
to play with Martin

Organized Bus Boycott

MLK led March on
Washington

Born Jan. 15, 1929 Pastor of Dexter
Avenue Church

Was stabbed



President President Johnson
Kennedy assassinated signs Civil Rights Bill

Poor People's March__

Children's Crusade

Poll Tax ruled

Freedom Rides Bus Boycott
Ku Klux Klan

active

Events in 17istory during
the Lifetime of Dr. King

unconstitutional

World War II,
Korean War, Vietnam War

Sit-ins March from
Selma to

Montgomery
March on

Washington

U.S. in a Depression, 1929 Jim Crow laws

Figure 22. A web shoving events in history.

Civil Rights Act passed
(voting) 1965

Rosa Parks arrest.,1

Supreme Court rules
segregation in
schools is
unconstitutional

1
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They were ready for the next step, making decisions about the content
of their biographies.

Step 3: Brainstorming for Topics to Write About

Based on their accumulated knowledge, at this point children are ready
to select the topics they will write about in their biographies. Selection
implies that the material to be included is important to the biographer's
understanding of the subject. It is significant.

Without making the decisions for them, the teacher provides the
students with a process for deciding what to include. This process con-
sists of (1) brainstorming in small groups in order to form two lists of
remembered events and (2) selecting from these lists the events that the
class will later write all 'ut in their biographies.

Ms. Sturman's class held two brainstorming sessions. During the first
session, the children listed all the events in Martin Luther King's life
that they could remember. They were asked to respond to the following
questions: What happened to Martin Luther King during his lifetime?
What did he do during his lifetime?

During the second brairstorming session, the class made a list of
historical events that occurred during King's lifetime. They responded
to this questie:TE What was happening in the U.S. during Martin Luther
King's life?

Figures 21 and 22 show the "life" and "time" webs produced by the
children and Ms. Stuian when they pooled the various group lists. Ms.
Sturman priiited the final webs on large poster boards and hung them
on the wall so that the class could use them later when they selected the
actual events they would write about.

Step 4: Preparing to Write

The webs will contain more events than most beginning writers can
comfortably incorporate in their biographies. In order to make their
writing manageable, they can select from their webs those events to
include and those to omit. This means weighing the signifiz.agce of all
the events.

The selected events arc_ organized according to the following chapter
outline:

Chapter I: The Times
Chapter II: The Life
Chapter III: The Life and Times
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70 Learning about Biographies

When Ms. Sturman's class was ready to plan the content of their
biographies, they referred to each of their webs. For their first chapter,
"The Times," they selected five topics from their web dealing with
events in history. For heir second chapter, "The Life," they selected ten
topics from their web dealing with events in Dr. King's life. Figure 23
shows their selections for these first two chapters and for the final
chapter.

Ms. Sturman and I introduced our idea for a final "Life and Times"
chapter. We asked the children if they thought Dr. King Ind been
affected by the times in which he lived. Overwhelmingly, they said that
he was, providing numerous examples of the discrimination he faced.
We also asked th.- children if they thought Dr. King had affected the
time: in which he lived. Again, the children agreed that he ha'" citing
' 's active role in the civil rights movei.tent. From this discussion we
wded to the plans we had already developed for the first two chapters.
We were careful tc provide questions but not answers.

While this framework is not exhaustive, it was challenging and man-
ageable for fourth graders. It provided them with the direction and
support they needed to keep them moving from topic to topic.

As they began writing, the children were ableeven encouragedto
tell Dr. King a story the way they saw it. A look at what two students
wrote about the Jim Crow laws illustrates the variety of narration and
interpretation that occurred. The first student approached the topic by
asking why, even after the Civil War, blacks w.2re not free:

The Civil War ended but blacks didn't have their freedom in the
South. Flow come? Flow come blacks didn't tave their freedom?
Maybe it was the color of their skin. No, it t... Ildn't be. People
couldn't be that mean. But it's true, they were that mean.

When the Civil War ended blacks were supposed to have their
freedom, but in the Sou.h they didn't. The people separated every-
thing, bathrooms, movie theaters, drinking fountains, all sons of
places. This was called segregation or Jim Crow laws.

A second student, in contrast, defined the Jim Crow laws and then asked
the reader to reflect on them and make an eluation:

Jim Crow laws were in the South. They separated blacks from
whites in public places like bathrooms, uuses. hotels, restaurants,
schools, and each other. What do you think about the tim Crow
laws from what you know? I knew the laws were bad as soon as I
read about them.

Writing, conferencing, sharing, revising, illustratingall of these
activities became the center of our efforts for more that a month as the
children followed our framework and prepared their biographies. M
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Chapter I: The 'times
1 Jim Crow Laws
2. Surrane Court Rules Segregation in Schools Unconstitutianal
3. Bus Boycott
4. Children's Crusade
5. March on Washington

Chapter II: The Life
1. Early Years

Experienzrz with Jim Crow laws
Wasn't allowed to play with white friends
--Experience at shoe store

2. Adult Years
--.Ltarned about nonviolence (Gandhi's teachings)
Ordained as Baptist minister
SCLCpracticed nonviolence
Bus boycott
.Marches: March on Washington

Selma to Montgomery
3. Honors

Time Magazine "Man of the Year"
Nobel Peace Prize

Chapter III: The Life and Times
1. How did history affect Martin Luther King?
2. How did Martin Luther King affect history?

Figure 23. A framework for a life-arsd-imes biography.

the end of this time, every student had completed an original work,
which was made into a bcrik. The complete text of one fourth grader's
life- and -tin' s biography is included in Appendix C.

And what of the relationship between life and times? There was uni-
versal agreemen_ among the children that each influenced the other.
Here is a final example showing how one youngster described this
relationship:

Martin Luther King's life affected history. He changed the world.
Before he was alive there was segregation. As Martin grew, the
country grew. As Martin changed, the country changed. The blacks
and whites forn.ed a nation. When the life and times blended
together, history changed and everyone changed. And because of
Martin Luther King the world is a better place to live in.

Looking Back at the Life-and-Times Approach

Of all zhe classroom biography projects described so far, this one lasted
the longest. We began in October and were still passionately involved
and writing in June. This was largely due to our extended study of
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72 Learning about Biographies

events dun surrounded the struggle for civil .t.s. For instance, a study
of the Supreme Court decision declaring seg, gation in schools uncon-
stitutional prompted students to go to the library and search out the
details of Linda Brown's experience. Similarly, a study of the bus boy-
cott generated interest in looking at newspaper articles ann biographies
of kosa Parks. Fortunately for us, Rosa Parks visited Brooklyn during
the time we were studying about her, and we were able to look at news-
paper reprts describing her visit and her re-alions on her dramatic
past. Over and over again, our study of Dr. King's life generated an
interest in learning about history. We simply could not understand his
life without understanding the context of the times in which he lived.

This project gave children a subject they could care about deeply and
passionately. To understand Dr. King, they were willing to read, write,
speak, and listen. The study of his life taught them about the ugliness
of hatred, bigotry, and prejudice, but it also taught them about the
power of nonviolence, love, and determination. It taught them that in
a less-than-perfect world there is always the possibility of change.

Going Further

One way to extend the life-and-times study described in this chal, zer is
for children to consi_el how current events influence their or-n lives
and the lives of people they know.

1. Using ^..te format below, children can make time lines showing
events in their own lives and events in history. Each child can con-
sider the following questions for discussion: Which events in your
life do you consider most significant? Which historical events that
occurred during your lifetime do you consider most significant?
Why?

Events in My Life Year Events in History

2. Children can look or current events that are making a difference in
their lives. Are there events reported in the daily newspaper (e.g.,
changes in school policies, changes in the economy, new inventions
and discoveries, new laws) that will make a difference in their lives?
How? A bulletin board can be used to collect newspaper clippings of
these current events.
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3. Chiiuren can expand their individual time lines in order to make
predie :ions about the future. What aspirations do they have for the
future? What are their plans and goals for this year? Next year? Five
years from now? What predictions do they have for local events?
National events? World events?

4. Children can interview an adult about an important event in history
that occurred during his or her lifetime. Children might begin by
asking, What important event in history occurred during your life-
time? How did this event affect your life? The results of these inter-
views can be shared in class.

5. To further explore the life-and-times approach in nonfiction liter-
ature, the class can read books like Genevieve Foster's Abraham
Linccin'sWorld. In this book, Fostc r describes events taking place all
over the world during the span of Lincoln's lifetime. For example, at
the time of Lincoln's birth, Napoleon dominated Europe, Bolivar
conceived of a plan to liberate Venezuela, and Jefferson repealed a
trade embargo that kept American ships from tradingoverseas. Other
books by Foster that use the same approach explore the worlds of
George Washington, William Penn, Captain John Smith, and Chris-
topher Columbus.

The chapters in Part II have explained in-depth approaches to read-
ing and writing biography. The final chapter suggests additional ways
to keep alive children's enthusiasm for biographies.
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After completing one of the projeas described in this book, one fourth
grader wrote:

I thought 1 v.,,,uld never finish or do well on this book. But I did.
I did well and now I'm finishing my book. Now I feel that I'm doing
great and I really am proud of my work.

This kind of enthusiasm, once kindled, needs to be supported by
providing children with continued opportunities to read and respond
to biographies. This chapter deals with that need by suggesting addi-
tional biography-centered activiti. The chapter ends with a list of
resources for teachers who want to learn more about biographies in
order to develop their own programs.

Biography-Centered Activities

The activities suggested below are flexible enough to be used by individ-
uals, small groups, or entire classes.

Becoming "Biography Buffs"

Since children are generally enthusiastic readers of series books like The
Bat i Sitters Club, Nancy Drew, or The Hardy Boys, why not introduce
biography series? Children can read their way through "series" of biog-
raphies such as the Women of Our Time books (Viking Penguin), the
Crowell Biography series (Crowell), the Childhood of Famous Ameri-
cans series ,dobbs-Merrill), the Creative Minds books (Carolrhoda
Books), and the 'fearlirc; Biogrr p'Ites (Dell). Readers can also compare
and contrast cne difierent series.

In addition, a "biography buff" :an become a specialist in the works
of various autitors. Some of my favonte biographers whose works chil-
dren can investigate are listed below:

Ingri and Edgar Parin
d'Aulaire

Doris Faber
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jzin Fritz
James Haskins
R. R. Knudson

Specialists can, of course, give

. N. Monjo
Robert Quackenbush
Diane Stanley

specialty reports to the class.

Building jakdaws

A jackdaw (Rasinski , 983) is a collection of material that adds to a
1.eader's understanding and enjoyment of a book. It can consist of print
or nonprint item:; that are gathered from home or the library or con-
structed by the reader. A jackdaw based on a biography can include
materials such as the following:

a map showing tile subject's travels

newspaper clippings
photographs
copies of speeches and letters

filmstrips
tapes of the subject or about the subject

explanations of vocabulary words found in the biography
diagrams
dioramas
illustrations
lists of other hooks about the subject

Groups of students can work together to build a jackdaw related to a
particular biography. This material can then be shared with other
groups of readers who are then invited to read the biography and exam-
ine the jackdaw.

Experimenting with Form

After reading a biography, invite re, tiers to transform the information
;nto a play, a i iewspaper article, an imaginary interview, a radio review,
or a poem. The change in form will not only affect the length of the
product, but also its meaning.

Discuss these changes. Does a play, for example, "stretch out" a par-
ticular in :dent reported in a biography? What details drop out? Which
details assume importance? What type if details are emphasized in
newspaper articles? In po-ms? Interviews? Reviewsi
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Deciding on the Best: Choosing Class Favorites

Just as adult organizations best.ow awards on siner. books and on the
collective works of one author, so rain children (Johnson and Louis
1987). Individuals or committees cax, promote their favorite biography,
telling why they think it deserve:, an award and even designing and
presenting the appropriate award.

Awards can be given for the best biography in a particular category
(athlete, scientist, explorer, etc.) or to the best biographer for a collec-
tion of work. When the award is given, the group should explain why
this particular book or author was selected. In this way, children will be
thinking about their criteria for judging the quality of the biographies
they -read.

Sharing Biographies across Grades

Something almost magical happens when older and younger children
work together. They coop- ..rate, discuss, and learn from each other.

Intermediate- and primary-grade children can read and discuss biog-
rar hies together. An older child car interview a younger child and then
select an appropriate biography to share. The pairs can read, discuss,
and then write about the biography together.

Sources for Teachers

The following list of resources can be usee. ta locate appropriate books
for classroom projects. These resources can help you determine if there
are enough books available for studying a particular subject.

Indexes

Usually found in the reference section of the library, these books list
biographies (and books on other subjects) that are currently in print.

Best Book; for Children: Pr -chool through the Middle Grades. 3c1 ed.
John T. Gillespie and Christine B. Gilbert, eds. New York: R. R.
Bowker, 1985.

List., and briefly annotate; current biograi,nies according to the
following breakdown: historical and contemporary Americans;
world figures; explorers and adventurers; scientists and inventors;
artists, writers, composers, and performers; and sports figures.
Contains an index of biographical subjects.
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Children's Catalog. 15th ed. Richard H. Isaacson, Ferne E. Hillegas,
and Juliette Yaakov, eds. New York- E. W. Wilson, 1986.

Annotations of biograpnies often include excerpts of reviews from
periodicals such as School Library Journal, Horn Book, New
Yon. Times Book Review, and Bulletin of the Center for Chil-
dren's- Books.

The Elementary School Library Collection: A Guide to Books and
Other Media. 14th ed. Lois Winkel, ed. Williamsport, Penn.: Bro-
dart, 1988.

Lists and annotates individual and collective biographies. The
listing integrates information about audiovisual material with
information about books.

Her Way: A Guide to Biographies of Womei . for Young People. 2d ed.
Mary-Ellen Siegel. Chicago: American Library Association, 1984.

Lists and annotates biographies of more than 1,100 women. Part I
lists the selected women alphabetically, gives a short profile, and
lists i .commended biographies. Part II lists and annotates collec-
tive biographies of women.

Subject Guide to Children's Books in Print. New York: R. R. Bowker.

An annual publication that lists biographies but does not anno-
tate them. Biographies are listed according to classes .1 persons
(artists, authors, musicians, etc.) or as .,abheadings under broader
subjects such as U.S., women, :nd blacks. Comp lion book :o
Children's Books in Print.

Professional Books

These books address issues that are particularly significant to teachers.

Beyond Fad: Nonfiction for Children and Young People. Jo Carr, ed.
Chicago: American Library Association, 1982.

A collection of thought-provoking essays about no.ifiction writ-
ing for children. The section devoted to biography includes Can's
essay "Mi. t Do We Do about Bad Biographies?" Also includes
essays by biograpiters Milton Meltzer and F. N Monjo.

Eyeopeners! How to Choose and Use Children's Books about Real Peo-
ph', Places, and Things. Beverly Kobrin. New York: Viking Per
guin, 1988.
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A very readable handbook about using nonfiction books with chil-
dren. A chapter written especially for teachers describes ways to
use nonfiction in the classroom. Section on biographies provide.;
a number of teaching ideas based on the recommended books.

Portraits: Biography and Autobiography in the Secondary School. Mar-
garet Fleming and Jo McGinnis, eds. Urbana, Ill.: National Coun-
cil of Teachers of English, 1985.

Although addressed to secondary school teachers, the material can
be adapted for use in the elementary school. For example, a chap-
ter entitled "The Biography Kit" describes a plan for creating an
imaginary subject and then writing this subject's biography.

Surveys of Children's Literature

A section or chapter in each of the following books deals with selecting
and using hick raphies.

Children and Books. 7th ed. Zena Sutherland and May Hill Arbuthnot.
Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1986.

Discusses biographies suitable for "Younger R !acl,.rs," "Middle
Group Readers," and "Older Readers." Contains ar, annotated list
of collective and individual biographies.

Children's Literature in the Elementary School. 4th ed. Charlotte Huck,
Susan Hepler, and Janet Hickman. NPw York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1987.

Section on biography includes a thorough discussion of criteria
for selecting ..nd evaluating biographies, as well as a survey of
biographical formats found in children's literature Mao y sug-
gested titles.

Literature and the Child. 2d ed. Bernice Cullinan. Mew York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1989.

Chapter on historic-,1 ficticn and biography includes teaching
ideas, activities for students, and profiles of authors, is welt' ,s an
iltroduction to children's biographies.

Through the L ,'es of a Child: An Introduction to Children's Literature.
2d ed. Donna a Norton. Columbus, Ohio: Merrill, 1987.

Chapter on li Action includes discussion of criteria for evaluat-
ing biographies and a survey of biographies of explorers, political
leaders, artists, scientists, sports figures, and "people who have
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V)ersevered." Senarate chaptr entitled "Involving Children in
Nonfiction Liteature" discusses activities that can be used in con-
junction with read.'ng biographies. Includes ideas for creative
dramatics.

Notable Children's Trade Books 4: the Field of Social Studies

1.- is yearly list of recommender _ Woks includes a section of notable
1.Aographies. Published each April in Social Education and also avail-
able from the Children's Book Council.
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Appendix A
Fictionalized Biographies Written
by Fourth Graders

Young Benjamin Franklin
I am Benjamin Franklin's sister and I can tell you a few things about him. It

all started January 17, 1706, with the birth of my brother Benjamin. He was the
fifteenth of our father's and mother's seventeen children. One of the first events
in a newborn baby's life is being carried in his father's arms. I was proud to show
off R. new baby brother.

As Ben got older our parents were trying to find him trades. Our father wanted
him to be a soap, canc. .! [and] dishmaker, and he would make other things. But
he wasn't so happy about that becaus,: he was going to have to smell the disgust-
ing smell of hot stale grease. He was going to have [to] sign a paper saying he
would be an apprentice until he was 21. He wasn't so happy about that either.
I felt badly for him.

What Ben really wanted to do was be a printer. He didn't mind being an
apprentice as long as he could be what he really wanted to be. He had to work
for James, our brother. And as I said before he had to sign papers.

James' pan of the bargain was to give him food, shelter, and clothing. He was
very annoying to James but I understood why. Fen wanted James to pay more
attention to him and pay less attention to his work. But of course he wouldn't
agree. He was getting sick of workin: For our brother.

He worked for seventeen years which he thought was long enough. He
decided to start his ^ printing shop and I don't have to tell you once Ben
decides to do somf he does it! He decided to run away.

He went to N.Y the equipment he would need to open his own print
shop. After a whsle tt to Philadelphia where he met Debby, his future wife.
He soon returned to . his shop. But it just was too hard to handle by himself.
He went out to dinner one night with Debby and he showed her around his
shop. He had known Debby for seven years and he finally asked for her hand in
marriage. And she said Yes. I was proud and happy. I love Ben, My brother.

Benjamin Franklin's World of Adventures

I am a European scientist. I was Ben Franklin's friend who worked with Ben
on his inventions for many years. I was there when Ben did the experiment
about electricity. I was frightened that Ben would get a shock. My thinking was
correct. Ben took the shock through his arms &ad body and was knocked uncon-
scious. After he was up from his unconsciousness his big idea was that electricity
and lightning were one and the same.

Long before Ben's experiment he was an apprentice to his br -ther James. He
thought his brother was a bossy person. Ben did not like being told think and
James did not like how Ben was acting.
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Soon Ben ran away :zom Boston to Philadelphia at the age of 18. There Ben's
lice went on. Ben started a library in 1731. He also wrote a large book called Poor
Richard's Almanac. He did this from 1732 to 1757. Poor Richard's Almanac is
a book that tells his sayings and gives the weather forecasts.

He invented the bifocals in 1743 and a heating device. He also invented the
Franklin armonica, a musical instrument. At the age of 23 Ben started a news-
paper called the Gazette. He also invented the odometer. An odometer is an
instrument to measure distance. In 1748 Ben retired from printing and worked
on other things.

In 1775 Ben signed the Declaration of Independence. Some of it is Ben's own
writing. The colonies did not want to be ruled by Great Britain, so the[y] went
to war. They won their independence.

Ben was in a club called the Junto Club which started out as the Leather
Apron Club. In that club there were blacksmiths, shoemakers, carpenters, and
printers. MI of them could join the club. In that dub they talked about business.
The name Junto means a group or society. That club started in 1743 and went
on. Ben Franklin as I know him was a very busy man. Ben was so busy that when
I called [on] him to see how he was getting along he was never in. He was
probably writing some ol his sayings. One of them was "Early to bed and early
to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise."

I got to meet Ben's wife. She was a wonde..al woman called Deborah Reed.
She was very pretty. If Ben hae not married Deborah, I would have. Deborah and
Ben were vet), happy together and they loved each other very much. They loved
happily every after.

Ben Franklin, Apprentice to a Printer

When Ben was 12, my father and he were looking for a trade for him to learn
in business. But when they couldn't find any that suited Ben, my father sug-
gestet ;le come to work for me, his brother James, as an apprentice.

When he came to work for me, we made an agreement. His part of the bargain
was to be loyal to me, keep my secrets, and work for me until he was 21. I kept
my part of the bargain, but Ben didn't.

Ben was really irresponsible; he failed to remember that I was his boss and I
didn't like his attitude. He did what he wanted to do and I didn't like it. That's
why we didn't get along. When Ben was 17, he ran away to Philadelphia. That's
how he didn't keep his end of the bargain.

Ben thought he knew it all, but he didn't. I really tItink it was inconsiderate
of him to run away like that. If he would have stayed four more years, he
wouldn't have had such a rough time getting his business started.

But he did become successful. After a few years Ben came back to Boston and
showed off. I didn't think that was nice. In fact, if he does it again, I will ignore
him forever. But there's one thing you should know. That is, Ben was the fool
and I was the smart one.

There's one thing I don't understand. If Ben was that irresponsible and he
wasn't too smart, I.. nv come he became so successful? 1 guess he wised up.

Ben did a lot of things. He wrot' Poor Richard's Almanac, signed the peace
treaty between the United States vngland and much later signet. '.e Con-
stitution. Despite how poorly we got along, I was PROUD! of my little ..-other
for doing all of those things.
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Appendix B
Nonchronological Biographies
Written by Fifth Graders

George Washington
Commander-in-Chief

Who was the man who unlinked the chain between the U.S. colonies and
Great P 'fain? He was George Washington, a man of great height, but very
quiet, wno was chosen to lead the Revolutionary V lar.

George was very upset when he was chosen to lead the American army. Most
of the men were not that well dressed. When George saw his men he said, "Are
these the men I'm supposed to defend America with?"

At first there was no hop& for Washington's men. They kept on losing battle
after battle. Then one battle gave them more hope about the war. 'hey won the
battle of Princeton. Carelessly, they lost Philadelphia. One battle, then a black
spot on a clean white cloth.

Then a nightmare called winter came and 2,500 men died. Men were so cold
their legs turned black as night. It got worse The soldiers were going through
faminc. Then General Von Steuben came aid turned the men into soldiers.

It was the first of spring. The hardship was pier at last. They were fighting the
war.

After all that they get a traitor Benedict Arnold. Everybcr'y was amazed.
George was surprised. It almost brought tears to his eyes.

Lafayette came to the aid of the American solders. Since they had U. French,
everybody thought they were bound to win.

It was 1781. It was the moment of truth. General Cornwallis at Yorktown was
like a cat stuck in a tree bemuse the American soldiers were surrounding York-
town. A messenger came to tell them the British surrender. "We won," they
cried. George was asked to become King of the new country. George refused.
And that's why we have [a] president instead of a king, Another reason George
didn't want to be king is that he thought *c he were king there would be another
war. Besides they just got rid of one ki lb, why get another?

This h why George was prepared for commander-in-chief because he was
strong. You Leed ,that because you don't want somebody weak for commander-
in-chief because you had to jock strong. He also had to ride about 12 to 14 hours
[a day]. If you're not strong yot. might fall off.

Two o. he most important Lessons that prepared him for commander-in-
chief were love of freedom and service to your country. His love of freedom was
so strong that he left Mt. Vernon and his family both of which he loved dearly
in order to fight. He felt his country was so important that he left everything he
loved behir d to serve his country.

Anothei L is' he followed was set by Roman General Cincinnatus. When he
finished fighting he went back to his farm. After George finished fighting the
Revolutionary war, he retired back to Mt. Vernon.
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George was always prow:. George needed that because you can't be late for
a battle. If you're late you can be killed.

Why I think George was not prepared.

George simply hated the wilderness. In fact while his soldiers camped out, he
went to an inn. The inn was worse than the wilderness so naturally he went
outside.

George was short-tempered when he was a boy. You don't want some[onel
who says in a bossy voice, "Go into battle!"

George was lacking in self-confidence because women put him down. You
need somebody who believes in himbelf so his soldiers would believe in him. It
was a new job. He never was commander-in-chief and he was like a bird just
learning to fly.

After all this unpreparedness, I have something nice to say. I think George
was an extraordinary, very courageous man. If I were asked to take the position
as commander-in-chief, I'd say yes, but I'd be the planner not the fighter.

George Washington as President

After the peace treaty was signed between the British and Americans, George
became the president. He did what [was] best for people.

Some leaders wanted George Washington to become the king. But George
refused. He knew what kind of power kings have and he didn't want to have that
kind of power. And also, he didn't want to be (ailed "Your Majesty" or "Your
Excellency."

George became the president on February 4,1789. He made New York City the
capital. He hired Pierre L'Enfant to plan the new capital, Washington D.C.

George Washington made Thomas Jefferson the Secretary of State and Alex-
ander Hamilton the Secretary of Treasury. Jefferson started the Democratic-
Republican party. Hamilton started the Federalist Party.

While the English and French were fighting, Washingau didn't help France
because Washington thought that the U.S. didn't have enough power to fight
the British and would end up being owned by the British again. People booed
George Washington because he didn't help the French when they were in trou-
ble because the French helped George Washington when he was in trouble
-luring the Revolutionary War.

George Washington liked to go to parties, tea parties, and dances. He espe-
cially like[d] Martha's tea parties on Fridayts]. He really had fun at those parties.

On December 11, 1799 George went out for a horse ride. It started to rain.
When he came back he was all wet. The next morning he had a cold. He called
the doctor and told the doctor to bleed him. On the night of December 14, 1799
George Washington, "The Father of His Country," died.

I think George Washington's earlier life did prepare him tG become president
because he was strong and courageous. That made him prepared because the
president had to face trouble. He had to have courage and he had tc be strong.

He learned love of freedom from the Fairfax family. The love of freedom was
important for him when he became president because then he would respect the
country and try to do the best for it.

He showed self-control in overcoming his love for Sally Fairfax. He knew that
Sally Fairfax was married to his best friend George Fairfax. Self-control was
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important because he had to deal with a lot of politicians and without self-
control he would have never been the first president.

By marrying Martha Custis, George Washington took on family responsibil-
ities [which] were to take care of Martha's children and the Custis farm.

When George Washington was in trouble he never ran away from his prob-
lems. He face[d] them with honesty. He was a nice and decent man.

He had mu* of what people thought a president should have I think that if
he wasn't the first president he would still be a great president. He had respon-
sibilities, courage, strength, and self-control. He was not formally educated. I
think he was a great president.



Appendix C
A Life-and-Times Biography
Written by a Fourth Grader

A Peaceful Hero

Chapter I: The Time,

The Jim Crow Laws

Every day we saw people going to different signs marked "blacks" or "col-
ored" and "whites". The blacks had to obey the rules. If they drank out of the
white water fountain that would mean they were breaking a law. What was this
called. This was called segregation. What did it mean? This meant that blacks
were separated from public places and had to stay away from things marked
"whites". How did the people feel? Blacks felt things were wrong. They felt
things must change. They f-lt they should have his or her freedom into all areas.
Most of all they felt that things should change.

One day Martin and his brother A.D. were coming back from a trip. They
went on a train. The air was full of sunshine and happiness until they got down
to the South again. Boom! The train conductor pulled the curtain closed so
nobody would see them. How sad they felt, not wanted to be seen by the whites!

Segregated Schools

Ohhh, how much the white boys and girls learned in their schools with
books, desks, and well-educated teachers. AP the black boys and girls had was a
broken down building with very few books, desks, and chairs. How could peo-
ple be like that? It was so unfair. Well this is how it was. How could the blacks
ever learn? Well they managed but it was very hard to get their education. flow
did it feel? It felt very sad, and the black children were impatient. This is what
all segregated black schools were like. How terrible it felt, but they learned to
live with it. Did the black children like it? Of course not, they wanted nice
schools and more books. They wanted to learn the things the white children
knew.

Linda Brown went to Monroe Elementary School, a school for blacks. This
school was not in her neighborhood. She had to walk on a busy street with no
sidewalks, or six miles in the tall grass that grew near the train tracks. Linda's
father wanted her to go to the school in their neighborhood. It was a white
school. Mr. Brown sued the Board of Education. The case finally went to the
Supreme Court. Judge Wane:, ruled that school segregation was unconsti-
tutional.

Finally in 1954 the Supreme Court ruled school segregation unconstitu-
tional. The white people weren't happy about this but it was a law and the
blacks got what they wanted. This is how schools became integrated.
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Bus Boycott

It was the same old day again. Every day was the same. The Jim Crow laws
kept on running day by day, but this day was a surprising day. Usually blacks
got up when they were told to if the white section in the bus was full. A lady
named Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat. This is how it happened.

One day a lady had just finished with a day's work and her legs ached. She
went on the bus, paid her fare, and went to the section for blacks in the back of
the bus. After a little while the bus came to a stop. A lot of white people came on.
It got crowded. Thz white section was full. The bus driver stopped the bus and
went to the back where the black section was. "Get up," he said These blacks
got up without fussing, but one lady just sat there and ignored him. Her name
was Rosa Parks. She was taken to the police station, arrested, photographed,
and fingerprinted.

The next day E.D. Nixon found out. He telephoned Martin Luther King, Jr.
to tell him what had happened. Martin Luther King, Jr. was a man who was
fighting for the blacks' rights. Nixon told him that one of our black citizens had
been arrested because she refused to give up her seat to a white passenger.

The next day Rosa was let out of jail on bail. They all had a meeting at
Martin's father's church in which he was co-pastor. The blacks were all think-
ing of a plan for Rosa Parks. Rosa Park's Reverend of her church and Martin's
best friend, Ralph Abernathy, were there too; so was Nixon. The church was
crowded. "Yes! That would be it," yelled Martin Luther King. "A Bus Boycott!"

Children's Crusade

The Children's Crusade march, in May 1963 was a very special march. Chil-
dren over eight were allowed to march. Why did the children march? The
children marched because they too wanted their freedom. When they marched,
many were arrested. The jails were getting filled up so the police put the chil-
dren in a cellar with only a concrete floor. More children marched the next day.
Sometimes the police used dogs or fire hoses. Both times the children were hurt;
some died. The police did understand that they wanted their freedom, but they
weren't going to give it to them. The white people weren't fair.

One day the children marched with Martin Luther King, Jr. as their leader.
Eugene "Bull" Connor said, "Let'm have it."

That time the police let the fire hoses hit them. The next day when they
marched again the dogs were let loose, and clothes were ripped off the children.
Some died. The next day when they marched Bull Connor yelled, "Let'm have
it." The police stood still. "Let'm have it," he screamed. The police still
we uldn't move. The blacks had won a victory.

March on Washington

Martin had planned a march on Washington on August 28, 1963. That's also
when he recited his famous "I HAVE A DREAM" speech. "Amen," people
would call out. People from all over the world came to march, from different
states in North America, and even from different countries. This was a happy
moment for Martin.

The people marched on August 28, 1963, just as it had been planned.
People marclice. fee !heir rights, freedom, justice, and many white people

marched for the blacks' freedom also.
They marched on all of Washington, D.C.
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In this chapter I wrote about some of the events that happened during the time
of Martin Luther King, Jr. Those events were the Jim Crow Laws, School
Segregation, The Bus Boycott, Children's Crusade, and the March on
Washington.

In the next chapter you'll read about the events that happened during Martin
Luther King's life.

Chapter II: The Life

His Early Years

Martin Luther King, Jr. was born on January 15,1929. He was named after his
father "Martin Luther King, Sr." He had an older sister Christine, and as he
grew up he had a younger brother, Alfred Daniel, whom they called A.D. for
short.

Martin was a very lucky young boy to have a roof over nis head and a family
of his own. Martin also had some problems even when he was a very young boy.
He was growing up in the South with segregation. Segregation kept young
black boys apart from young white boys.

One day, Martin w.s supposed to play with his two white friends. They never
came over to his house so Martin went over to theirs. Their mother answered the
door. She said that Martin wasn't allowed to play with his white friends ever
again from that day on. Martin ran home in tears. His mother explained to him
about segregation. He really didn't understand but he did get used to it.

Segregation was almost everywhere you went in the South. Martin's father
preached at Ebenezer Baptist Church. Martin knew that his father would put a
stop to segregation.

One Sunday Martin had gone to church with his family as usual where his
father preached. His father spoke so loudly and clearly about the words of
"GOD." Martin said to his mother, "Mama, I'm gonna get me some big words
when I grow up too." "Indeed you will Martin. Indeed you will," Mrs. King
replied quietly.

Why did the white people do this [segregation]? Well, they did it to annoy the
blacks, and they did it so that black people couldn't get their fre:dom.

One day Martin went with his father to buy shoes. "I'll be happy to serve you
if you just move to the back of the store sir," the clerk politely said. "These seats
are perfectly fine here. If you don't serve us here, you won't serve us at all," Mr.
King said in his strong voice that made Martin feel good inside. Martin knew he
wasn't going to get shoes today because Mr. King walked out of the shoe store.

Martin was a very intelligent young boy, for he started school at the age of
four. Martin was also very smart.

One day Martin was talking with his friends at school. He was saying, "For
my birthday I had 5 candles on my cake; one was for good luck." The teacher
overheard and found out that Martin s only four years old. He had to wait two
more years to go back to school.

Martin's life was very hard and very scary. It was hard to live in a world where
they were judged by the color of their skin, and not by the content of their
character. It was scary because of the phone calls the family had gotten threat-
ening them. This was very hard on Martin too.
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Adult Years

Now Martin has grown up and really understands what the word "segrega-
tion" means. He's already co-pastor of his father's church.

Martin, in his spare time reads the lectures of Mahatma Gandhi. He is the
non-violent leader of India. He was fighting for his country's freedom, but never
used violence. Martin was influenced by this great man. Mahatma Gandhi was
fasting which means not eating. That's what he was doing to fightGO FAST.
That's very unusual. Yes, it is.

Some people think they are doing the right thing but ...they are only risking
their lives. Martin, however, didn't do that. He kept fightingnot with vio-
lence, but with non-violence. Isn't that hard? Well, not if you've been influenced
by so many people, like his father, his mother, one principal of the school he
went to, and Gandhi. These were very special people to Martin. That's why he
was influenced by them.

Martin married a young girl, Coretta Scott, at her home in Alabama on June
18, 1953.

On their first date Coretta had doubts about Martin, but she still went out
with him.

Martin came on strongly at their first date. Martin asked Coretta to marry
him. Coretta almost said "NO" but she accepted. She accepted because she liked
men who were fighting for their rights, other people's rights, and their freedom.

The King family moved down to Montgomery, Alabama when they had their
first daughter "Yolanda" who they called "Yoki" as a nickname.

Remember the time Rosa Parks got arrested? Well, Martin Luther King did
something about that. He formed a "Bus Boycott." The black leaders talked it
over one evening in Martin's father's church. They all had thought of it. The
girls and women would make copies of the paper that said something like
"NO ONE BLACK RIDE BUSES TOMORROW, DEC. 5, 1955. ALL DUE TO
ROSA PARKS' ARREST."

So, the next day Martin and Coretta were up before sunrise. "Corey," Martin
called, "the buses are emptyl"

Martin, for the rest of the day, went around the city. Only eight blacks were all
Martin saw throughout the whole day on the buses during the Bus Boycott. The
bus boycott lasted 381 days.

There was a special march that Martin Luther King had formed. He knew
that children wanted peace in the world too, so he formed the Children's Cm-
sade in 1963. Children over eight were allowed to march. A principal of one
school locked his gates so the children wouldn't get out, but they climbed over
he locked gates and joined the march. The black children, including Dr. King

were singing songs, and holding up signs. Nothing would stop them now
no:hi ng.

In 1957, Martin Luther King went to New York. When he was there he won
to a department store. While he was walking around, a lady stopped him. She
was a black lady. Politely she said, "Are you Martin Luther King?" "Yes,"
Martin replied. "I've been looking for you." Thenshe stabbed him. If Mat tin
would have sneezed or coughed he would have died. Martin didn't want the lady
to get arrested, so he said, "Put her in a hospital to get help."

In 1957, Martin and the King family moved back to Atlanta, Georgia. He
wanted to be with his family again, and he wanted to see how things were going.
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Pretty soon Martin and Coretta had another child, Martin Luther King. They
called him "Marty" for short.

When he was in Atlanta, he was co-pastor of his father's church, the Ebenezer
Baptist Church. Wheiale was back down in Montgomery he was pastor of the
Dexter Avenue Church.

Martin was going to Memphis, Tenn. to see how things were going. As he was
walking down the streets he saw blacks working in the heat. Martin was furious
about this. He knew he had to do something about it. When he was walking he
saw black boys throwing rocks into the windows of white stores. They screamed
.out "I want my freedom!"

Martin went back to Atlanta. In about a week or two he went back up to
Memphis again. He stayed at the Lorraine Hotel. At about 5:58 Martin went
into the hotel to get a sweater, because it was getting chilly out. When he stepped
out on the balconyin less than 5 seconds a shot went off. Martin Luther King,
Jr. was shot. He was assassinated in April when he had planned the "Poor
People's March." He was carried in the wagon that he was going to be using in
that march.

The march went on, but it still wasn't same without Martin.
James Earl Ray shot Martin. He was found and arrested.

Honors

Dr. Martin Luther King won a lot of honors. He won the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1963, for leading non-violent demonstrations. He was "Man of the Year" in
TIME magazine in 1963, but he got this wonderful award in 1964. He was
awarded ;50,000 along with the Nobel Peace Prize. He received this prize in
Oslo, Norway. He donated this money to a black association.

We honor this great man every year on January 18, by giving him a National
Holiday.

Chapter III: Life and Times

"History Affects Martin " "Martin Affects History"

How did history affect Martin? Well, when he was young the Jim Crow laws
started affecting him by not letting him play with his white friends, and not
letting him go to the same schools as the white children did, and not letting him
go to the same amusement parks as the white children did. This was hard on
Martin.

As he got a little older history started affecting him more. Martin started
leading non-violent marches like the Children's Crusade and thr March on
Washington in 1963, and the Selma to Montgomery March in 1965. Martin was
involved in so many thingslike being elected president of the S.C.L.C. (South-
ern Christian Leadership Conference). He was being trusted to help the world.

Martin made speeches that affected history. As he spoke people understood
more clearly what Martin had meant about segregation to blacks. People started
understanding how the black people felt. Every time the white people heard
these speeches it gave them a bad feeling that what they had done was wrong.

The words of Martin Luther King were starting to come alive. Every day
things started changing became of the words of Martin. Martin knew that one
day things would change for good and forever.
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"I have a dream that one day my four little children will live in a world where
they will not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of their
character. I have a dream today!" The dream was coming alive. Martin had
changed a country and a world. Most of all he had made peace.

We will all remember Martin for a long, long time.
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Help for Students Trapped in the "Here-and-Novi°

As critics complain about lifeless textbooks and children's lack of interest in learning
about the world, what can a teacher do? Teach biography, says Myra Zarnowski of
Queens College, City University of New York. In LgartugaboutilingiaplaitiLli
Reading:and:WritingAparosultiorChilkcib she demonstrates how to immerse
elementary and junior high students in discovery projects centering on people who
made a mark on the life of their times. Her book is published by the National
Council of Teachers of English and the National Council for the Social Studies.

The author, a teacher educator, believes in letting students "spend large chunks
of time learning enough about a subject to consider themselves experts." She tested
her teaching approach with children in Public School 201 in Flushing, Queens, New
York, and found that it brought out "the zeal of a hobbyist or enthusiast" in
youngsters.

Children can handle the challenge of understanding and explaining how a
person affected history, she insists, and offers examples of student writing as proof.
What students need, she says, is an hour a day, over several months, for an in-depth
project that links them to another person's struggles and accomplishments and to the
flavor of an era.

Biographer Milton Meltzer, who sat in on Zarnowski's class, says in the
foreword that through her exercises, students "will see more clearly how their world of
today was shaped by the past and how human character develops under pressure."



Zarnowski found that given a chance to make friends with their biographical
subject, students in P.S. 201 willingly tackled tough reading assignments, including
primary sources. Guided to "use imagination with facts," the nine- and ten-year-olds
she worked with displayed a gophistication in thinking that does not surface when
teaching materials merely mention people and events. The author contends that
students' self-confidence and belief in their own potential gets a boost from this
combination: sustained study of someone who overcame obstacles and careful
coaching in challenging classroom tasks.

In her project, Zarnowsld began by reading to the class from a well-written
biography for their age group. Next, she guided students in analyzing what a
biographer does. Believing that children learn best by manipulating the material to
be learned, she then cast students in the role of biographers of a person whose active
life makes an inspiring storyfor example, Benjamin Franklin, Eleanor Roosevelt, or
Martin Luther King, Jr. Working in groups, children collected evidence about their
subject. They examined it to find patterns, kept journals of their findings and ideas,
posed "why" questions, developed theories, and finally, wrote biographies themselves.

Zarnowski gives samples of charts she designed to help students sort out
facts and shape conclusions. (Was George Washington prepared or unprepared for
the challenges of the presidency?) Her teaching ideas include study of several
different approaches to biography. She advocates helping students probe the issues of
factual versus fictionalized biography and truth in labeling (sometimes neglected by
children's authors and publishers).

Zarnowski concludes with further suggestions for developing students' sense of
history and the human drama through biography. She suggests well-written
biographies for young people and other resources for teachers.
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Myra Zarnowski. 95 pages paperbound. Price: $8.95; NCTE and NCSS members,
$6,95. ISBN: 0-8141-2778-9. LC: 89-48468. Published by the National Council of
Teachers of English and the National Council for the Social Studies. Audience:
elementary and middle-school teachers and curriculum planners, teacher educators.
Available from NCTE, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801. NCTE Stock No.
27789-0015.
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